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ABSTRACT
PCPH is a well conserved, single-copy gene whose product is ubiquitously expressed but
predominates in kidney, liver, and colon. The protein product belongs to the nucleoside
triphosphate diphosphohydrolase family, NTPDase, but the biological function of PCPH is
unknown. The oncogenic potential of PCPH (or NTPDase 5) and mutant-PCPH (mt-PCPH) has
been demonstrated in several cell systems. Interestingly, mt-PCPH and PCPH expression
consistently altered cellular ATP levels, chemoresistance, and invasive propensity, yet the
induction of these phenotypes appeared to be mediated by different signaling pathways
depending on the cellular context. In every case, the extent of the effects of mt-PCPH expression
was substantially greater than those of PCPH.
It has also been demonstrated that PCPH and mt-PCPH expression levels were altered in
cancers compared to normal tissue. The literature shows that PCPH/mt-PCPH mRNA expression
levels change in colon tissue with the onset of colorectal cancer. The colon is an organ in which
cancer is prevalent and PCPH/mt-PCPH expression has been demonstrated but not well
described. This study investigated the relationship between PCPH and mt-PCPH expression and
colorectal cancer by immunohistochemical analysis of colon tumors and ectopic expression in
colon-derived cells.
Results demonstrated a putative role for mt-PCPH in colorectal cancer invasion using
solid tumors and cell culture models. The increased invasiveness upon expression of mt-PCPH
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was mediated by increased FAK, whose levels were likely elevated through protein-interaction
induced FAK stabilization. Results also demonstrated that though PCPH has enzyme activity and
shares a significant portion of conserved amino acid sequence with mt-PCPH, mt-PCPH is an
enzymatically inactive polypeptide, which possibly confers its effects on cellular ATP levels and
cell viability through a novel interaction with the ANT2 protein, a mitochondrial membrane
protein responsible for ADP/ATP exchange with the cytosol and a component of the ATP
synthasome and the mitochondrial permeability transition pore complex.
Data indicated a potential for the use of mt-PCPH expression to detect invasive or
chemoresistant cells in colorectal cancers. Importantly, data demonstrated that the enzymatic
activity of mt-PCPH is not necessary for oncogenicity and suggest a universal, enzymatic
activity-independent mechanism of oncogenicity significant to this field of research.
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RATIONALE
PCPH and mt-PCPH expression has been demonstrated in various tumor types.
Interestingly, changes in expression were observed, in some cases, in stages as early as
neoplasia, and the observed changes not only included increased or decreased expression levels
compared to normal tissue but also alterations in the profile of immunoreactive polypeptides.
These results suggested that PCPH and mt-PCPH expression was dysregulated in tumors and
indicated that expression may be used as a diagnostic or prognostic cancer marker depending on
the tissue. The colon is a tissue in which relatively high PCPH/mt-PCPH mRNA levels were
detected and from which cancer is prevalent, but PCPH and mt-PCPH expression has not been
studied in colorectal cancer.
Studies of PCPH and mt-PCPH have shown these proteins consistently change cells
invasiveness and resistance to stress regardless of the cell system. Somewhat paradoxically,
further investigation revealed the signaling pathways mediating these phenotypes to be cell
context dependent. It has been suggested that the enzyme activity of these proteins serves as the
source of these phenotypic changes but this connection has not been directly demonstrated. Data
demonstrating depleted cellular ATP in PCPH and more so in mt-PCPH expressing cells seem to
support this hypothesis.
Given this information, it was my hypothesis that PCPH and mt-PCPH expression
stimulated colon cancer cell invasion, chemoresistance, and ATP depletion through their
intrinsic nucleotidase activity. To test this hypothesis, we first proposed to investigate the
expression of PCPH and mt-PCPH in colon-derived tumor cells. Expression was determined
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by labeling colon tumor sections by immunohistochemistry with an antibody specific for PCPH
and mt-PCPH and also by screening colon carcinoma cell lines for expression by western blot
analysis. The next aim was to determine the effects of PCPH and mt-PCPH expression on
colon carcinoma cell invasiveness, chemoresistance, and ATP levels. First, cells stably
expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH were be generated. Then cell invasiveness was be determined
using a modified Boyden chamber, chemoresistance was established by measuring cell viability
in response to treatment with chemotherapeutics, and ATP levels were measured using a
luciferin/luciferase based ATP assay. Our final aim was to elucidate the mechanism by which
PCPH and mt-PCPH alters cell invasiveness, chemoresistance, and ATP levels. First we
examined established signaling pathways mediating PCPH and mt-PCPH phenotypes. For
example, in other cells systems protein kinase C  was shown to mediate changes in cell
adhesion and motility, and protein kinase C  and mTOR activation act in PCPH- and mt-PCPHinduced resistance to stress. Then we examined signaling pathways, which promote cell invasion
and survival and are commonly activated in colon cancer like -catenin, E-cadherin, and focal
adhesion kinase signaling. Lastly, we determined whether PCPH or mt-PCPH apyrase activity
contributed to these phenotypes by generating apyrase inactive mutants, measuring their GDPase
activity, and then measuring invasion, chemoresistance, and ATP levels in apyrase mutant
transfected cells.
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INTRODUCTION
Nucleotides are essential for vital cell processes such as DNA replication and
transcription. They are also involved in protein folding, protein modification, cell metabolism,
and intra- and extracellular signaling. Nucleotide sugars, nucleotide sulfates and ATP are the
major substrates for various enzymes in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)/Golgi network that are
capable to transfer the sugar, sulfate, or phosphate moieties to acceptor molecules. The
remaining nucleotide portion of the compound is further processed by lumenal nucleotidases to
nucleoside monophosphates (NMPs). This processing step is crucial since the nucleotide
complexes are assembled in the cytosol (with the exception of ATP which is largely made in the
mitochondria and utilized in the lumen) and intra-organelle concentrations are maintained by
antiporters which couple nucleotide complex import with corresponding NMP release. These
substrates are required in the ER/Golgi network for post-translational modification (PTM),
energy-dependent and protein-folding reactions. An imbalance in substrate concentration in this
system can lead to severe consequences ranging from differential surface glycoprotein
expression leading to pathogenic resistance (1) or avirulence (2) to developmental deficiencies
(3-7) and reproductive defects (8,9).
Another important usage of nucleotides in cells is hydrolysis of ATP as the
thermodynamic currency. Conservation of this molecule is imperative in maintaining
homeostasis and life of the cell as essential cell processes such as gene transcription are ATPdependent (10). Somewhat paradoxically, cell death is also an ATP-dependent process (11-16),
reiterating the widespread importance of ATP and the complex role it plays in the cell.
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Much of intracellular signal transmission, amplification and modulation are achieved
through the addition or removal of phosphate groups from protein targets. Protein kinases
catalyze the addition of phosphate groups to target molecules in the presence of phosphate donor
ATP. It has been demonstrated in different model systems that reduced ATP levels can have
significant effects on levels of protein phosphorylation (17-19); however, changes in phosphoprotein levels are not always the direct consequence of the unavailability of donor to the acting
kinase.
In the case of other classes of proteins, the nucleotide bound to the protein dictates the
activation state of the protein, exemplified by guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G-proteins).
G-proteins are a class of signal mediators often acting in concert with G-protein coupled
receptors known to catalyze the exchange of bound GDP (inactive state) for GTP on the
enzymatic subunit of G-proteins. It has been demonstrated in ischemia models that GTP
depletion decreased the activity of small G-protein RhoA, altering downstream signals, and
ultimately disrupting polymerized actin (20).
Long- and short-range extracellular signals are transmitted by the actions of lipids,
peptides, ions, and small molecules including nucleotides. In the case of non-cyclic nucleotidephosphate signaling, ecto-nucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolases (E-NTPDases) present at
the cell surface and extracellular milieu, can regulate the lifetime of an extracellular nucleotide
signal by cleavage of the gamma- and beta-phosphates sequentially or independently depending
on the enzyme and the substrate present (21-24). These enzymes operate jointly at the cell
surface with other nucleotide hydrolyzing enzymes, P1 (adenosine receptor), and P2 receptors
(which recognize adenosine and uridine tri- and diphosphates) and have been studied extensively
4

in the context of purinergic/pyrimidic neurotransmission, immune response, and blood flow due
to their importance in medical applications (22,25-27). Both receptors and ectonucleotidases are
expressed in most tissues, and it is the level of expression and subtypes expressed that are tissue
specific. In accordance with their widespread distribution, the nucleotidases are shown to impact
biological processes such as apoptosis, adhesion, and differentiation (3,22,25). Knockout studies
have further indicated a role for NTPDases in tissue development, cell proliferation,
inflammatory response, and metabolism (28-32). A definitive function is still unclear for several
members of this family, including PCPH, the focus of this thesis. This introduction describes the
discovery, identification, and characterization of the nucleotidases PCPH and mt-PCPH. Their
distribution during development, maturation, and tissue pathology at the messenger RNA
(mRNA) and protein level is also described, followed by an analysis of signaling data and a
discussion of possible mechanisms by which these enzymes may initiate, exacerbate, or prevent
pathological states. The last sections describe colorectal cancer (CRC), relevant pathways of
CRC progression, and an introduction to adenine nucleotide translocase.
PCPH Identification
PCPH and its corresponding oncogene form, mt-PCPH, were identified from 3methylcolanthrene treated Syrian hamster embryo fibroblasts. At the time of discovery, only a
handful of oncogenes had been defined, many of them originating from virus-induced model
systems. In this regard, mt-PCPH, initially termed CPH, was unique as a non-RAS oncogene
established in primary cells (33,34). Carcinogen-treated Syrian hamster cells were found to
contain novel sequences that demonstrated transforming activity on NIH3T3 cells (35,36). These
sequences were designated CPH and proto-CPH on the basis of their involvement in
5

carcinogenic progression of hamster embryo cells. A conflict in nomenclature led to renaming
the sequences PCPH and mt-PCPH for the proto-oncogene and oncogene, respectively, as they
will be referred to hereafter. Cloning and sequencing of cDNAs revealed that the oncogene
differs from the proto-oncogene by one base pair. This single base-pair deletion in the coding
region creates an open reading frame shift and an early stop codon (37). The resulting mutant
form of PCPH, mt-PCPH (Accession number: AAF22931), shares amino acid sequence with the
first 213 amino acids of the normal PCPH (Accession number: O75356) and also includes 33
distinct amino acids at the C-terminus (38). The PCPH gene was further described to be a well
conserved, single-copy gene localized on the chromosome X in the hamster genome (37). A
homologue in Homo sapiens was also identified and has been mapped to the q arm of
chromosome 14, 14q24.
Initial analysis of the PCPH protein sequence showed partial homology with two protein
families: GDP/GTP exchange factors (GEFs) and nucleotide phosphohydrolases (38). In 2001 it
was reported that PCPH was identical to the ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase 5
(ENTPD5) gene (39) , initially known as CD39L4, a member of cluster of differentiation 39-like
(CD39L) family (40). Cluster of differentiation-39 (CD39 or NTPDase 1) is a human lymphoid,
cell activation antigen (41). This surface glycoprotein traverses the plasma membrane twice and
is shown to have apyrase activity, defined by the ability to cleave ATP and ADP (41). To date
there are eight members of the NTPDase family (Fig. 1), NTPDase 1 (CD39), NTPDase 2
(CD39L1), NTPDase 3 (CD39L3), NTPDase 5 (PCPH (39), CD39L4 (42), ER-UDPase (43)),
NTPDase 6 (CD39L2) and the more recently described NTPDases 4, 7 and 8 (44-46). While
some members of the NTPDase family share characteristics with NTPDase 1, it should be noted
6

that none of the other NTPDase members belong to the cluster of differentiation antigens. In an
effort to unify nomenclature, scientists in the field recommended referring to E-NTPDase family
members as NTPDase proteins numbered in the order in which they were discovered and will
follow as such hereafter with the exception of NTPDase 5/PCPH which as previously mentioned
will be denoted as PCPH.
Characterization of gene products
NTPDase family members can be divided into three groups based on the extent of amino
acid sequence homology. The first group consists of NTPDases 1-3, and 8, which are found at
the plasma membrane of the cell. As noted above, these proteins have two transmembrane
domains, one at each the N- and the C-terminus, and the majority of the protein is extracellular
including the catalytic domain (Fig. 1) (40,41,44). The second group includes PCPH and
NTPDase 6, which have only one hydrophobic region at the N-terminus as illustrated in Figure 1
(40,46,47). These proteins have been reported at the cell surface, associated the ER/Golgi
network, and soluble in the media of cultured cells (42,48-53). Potential cleavage sites have
been identified in both proteins adjacent to the N-terminal membrane-associated domain further
supporting the possibility of both membrane-bound and soluble species (42,49). The final group,
NTPDases 4 and 7, are similar to the PCPH and NTPDase 6 in that they are located at
intracellular membranes, but these proteins have multiple transmembrane domains similar to the
cell surface expressed NTPDase proteins (46,54,55).
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Figure 1 - NTPDase protein family: Schematic illustrating the approximate membrane topology
of the eight main NTPDase family members. The gray cylinders represent transmembrane
domains and black boxes represent ACRs. Members are grouped by sequence homology and
cellular locations are listed. The figure is a modified version of Zimmermann's Figure 1 in
Trends in Pharmacological Sciences (56).
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The homology of these proteins is well conserved among organisms. NTPDase
homologues have been identified in the mouse, rat, chicken, hamster, frog, fruit fly, garden pea,
potato, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Caenorhabditis elegans, and Toxoplasma gondii genomes
(40,45,57,58). Conserved residues are concentrated at the N-termini which have been identified,
grouped, and designated the apyrase conserved regions (ACRs) (59). Five ACRs are currently
recognized and other well-conserved regions have been noted in the literature (48,60).
Conservation and mutagenesis studies of the ACRs indicate that collectively these regions are
involved in substrate recognition, binding, and hydrolysis. Further, it has been proposed that the
residues flanking the ACRs are responsible for the variation in substrate specificity and kinetics
among family members (60). Full-length PCPH contains all five regions of homology; however,
the mt-PCPH sequence only encompasses the first four ACRs. Accordingly, data demonstrate
that both proteins exhibit nucleotidase activity but the activity of mt-PCPH may be altered
(38,61,62).
The presence of multimers and their impact on enzymatic activity has also been
investigated for NTPDases. NTPDases 1-3 are shown to be active as multimers and their activity
is diminished when reduced to monomeric form (63-67). PCPH has seven cysteine residues, five
in the mature/soluble form that are not located within an ACR, allowing the possibility of
forming disulfide-bonded multimers. Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and
immunoblot analysis of human PCPH expressed in HEK293 and high-five insect cells revealed
the presence of both monomer and dimer forms. Reduction of the protein disrupted the dimer
species implicating disulfide bonds in dimer formation. Interestingly, activity assays indicated
negligible contribution from dimers to the measured ADPase and UDPase activity suggesting
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that, unlike NTPDases 1-3, dimerization does not positively contribute to PCPH enzymatic
activity (51). Accordingly, mutation of the cysteine considered most likely for disulfide bond
formation between monomers had no effect on enzyme activity (50,52). It has been suggested
that the dimer form of PCPH may be an inactive conformation (51). Bacterial expression yielded
only the monomeric form of human PCPH as observed by reducing and non-reducing PAGE
analysis (52). This observation and the absence of some eukaryotic PTMs in bacterial expression
systems led researchers to investigate the role of PTMs in protein activity and dimerization of
PCPH.
NTPDase 1, like many cell-surface proteins, is glycosylated (68). Many of the proposed
glycosylation sites are conserved among species and across the NTPDase family (40,45).
Accordingly, three potential N-glycosylation sites are recognized in human PCPH (40), none of
which are present in the mt-PCPH sequence. In support of PTMs of PCPH, western blot (WB)
analysis of human and rat tissues as well as human cell lines revealed multiple immunoreactive
polypeptides (69-73). Studies utilizing peptide: N-glycosidase F (PNGase F) digestion,
tunicamycin treatment, or carbohydrate affinity purification techniques suggested human and
bovine liver PCPH (42,43,51) as well as mt-PCPH (unpublished data) were glycosylated. It was
also demonstrated that glycosylation had little to no effect on enzymatic activity of the fulllength protein (51,52); activity of the deglycosylated truncated protein has not been investigated.
Interestingly, tunicamycin treatment of PCPH expressing COS-7 cells generated the monomeric
form exclusively and significantly reduced the amount of protein found in the culture medium.
However, PNGase F treatment of HEK293- and insect cell-derived PCPH did not disrupt dimers
(51). Together these data indicated that PCPH and mt-PCPH are glycosylated but glycosylation
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is not essential for enzyme activity. Depending on the cell context, glycosylation of PCPH forms
may be important in multimer formation and protein solubility.
Studies of NTPDase 6, the closest known relative of PCPH, implicated four conserved
cysteines in intraprotein disulfide bonds. Analysis of NTPDase 6 revealed two disulfide bonds,
one between cysteines 249 and 280, the other between cysteines 340 and 354 corresponding to
cysteine residues 272 and 305 as well as 365 and 379 of human PCPH, respectively (50). These
residues are conserved across the protein family suggesting their importance. The crystal
structure of NTPDase 2 implicated these bonds in maintaining the shape of the lobes surrounding
the proposed catalytic cleft, which will be discussed further in a later section (24). All four
cysteine residues are absent from the mt-PCPH protein.
Catalysis
It has long been accepted that the active sites of NTPDases are comprised of amino acids
in the ACRs but the specific residues involved, their role in catalysis, and the 3-dimensional
topology of the active site have been considered only more recently. It has been shown that
PCPH activity is dependent on divalent metal cations and is more active in the presence of Mg2+
than Ca2+ (42,43,52). Metal binding by NTPDases is shown to play a critical role in proper
positioning of the substrate for hydrolysis. Active site models of other NTPDase family members
suggested the metal ion is situated at the bottom of the catalytic cleft but that it is not in contact
with the protein directly, rather it is coordinated by water molecules positioned by ACR confined
residues (23,24).
Resolved crystal structures and detailed catalytic mechanisms for PCPH and mt-PCPH
have not been reported. Elaborate structural data for the NTPDase family are sparse. Paradigms
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of catalytic mechanisms have been primarily derived from mutagenesis data in combination with
comparative computational modeling. Hypothetical mechanisms for cell-surface NTPDase are
consistent in predicting the catalytic cleft between two lobular domains and a “butterfly-like”
motion of the domains during hydrolysis (23,24,74). A corresponding catalytic mechanism was
published together with descriptions of the first crystal structures of any NTPDase member (24).
Zebisch et al (24) submitted four structures to PDB (PDB ID codes: 3CJ1, 3CJ7, 3CJ9 and
3CJA) of the extracellular domain of Rattus norvegicus NTPDase 2 in complex with cofactors,
substrate analogs, and hydrolysis products. In addition to the concurrent bilobular structure, the
data regarding the catalytic cleft agree with other models suggesting that both nucleotide tri(NTP) and diphosphates (NDP) hydrolysis occur successively in the same binding pocket
(23,24,74,75). However, studies indicating a critical role for transmembrane domains in the
catalytic properties of cell-surface NTPDases (64,67,76-80) as well as NTPDase 6 (49) and the
absence of membrane domains in the crystal structures mentioned here, should be taken into
consideration. Together, these data suggested that the catalytic cleft and the generalized catalytic
mechanism of NTPDases resembles that of typical nucleotide phosphate hydrolyzing enzymes.
However, the role of the transmembrane domains in catalysis and other elements that dictate
substrate specificity require further investigation.
Although the initial discovery and naming of NTPDases originated from homology to
CD39, an ATP diphosphohydrolase (81), it is established that members have individual
nucleotide preference. Multiple hierarchies of PCPH substrate preference have been reported.
Hamster and mouse in vitro translated PCPH had the following substrate preference:
UDP>GDP>IDP>>ADP>CDP (38,48). Secreted human PCPH is shown to have the following
12

very similar substrate preference, UDP>GDP>CDP>ADP>GTP>CTP>UTP>ATP (42). Another
group expressed human PCPH in bacteria and COS-7 cells and found the substrate preference to
be as follows: GDP>IDP>UDP>>ITP>GTP>ADP>UTP>CDP (52). The variations among these
data may be due to the choice of model system. However, the data are consistent in that PCPH is
more catalytically active in the presence of NDPs versus NTPs and favors the cleavage of UDP
or GDP. Studies regarding the details of mt-PCPH enzyme activity and substrate preference are
limited. Nucleotide binding assays revealed the following NDP binding capacity of purified in
vitro transcribed and translated Syrian hamster mt-PCPH: UDP>GDP>IDP>CDP and ADP
binding was undetectable (38). Correspondingly, mt-PCPH from NIH3T3 cell lysates
demonstrated GDP-, UDP- and IDPase activity (61). In the same study, GDPase activity was
also demonstrated by Syrian hamster mt-PCPH purified from Escherichia coli.
One study of bacterially expressed PCPH suggested positive allosteric regulation of
GDPase activity by reaction product NMPs at low GDP concentrations (52), which was
attenuated at higher concentrations of GDP. Yet, it is unclear how or why this regulation may
occur and structural studies of other family members report a single nucleotide-binding site in
the catalytic cleft. It is possible that reaction products interact with the enzyme, the reaction
intermediates or the substrates outside the catalytic cleft. However, the resolved NTPDase 2
crystal structures showed no indication of putative binding sites outside the catalytic cleft.
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PCPH expression
Normal tissue
As is shown for other NTPDase family members, PCPH is expressed in multiple tissues.
Northern analysis of healthy Syrian hamster, rat, mouse, and human tissues revealed the presence
of multiple transcripts. This finding was not entirely unexpected taking into account multiple
potential start and stop codons within the genomic sequence, observed splice variants (82), and
the possibility of transcript dysregulation. Transcript species varied in length from 5.0 to 2.0 kb,
but the predominant species are 5.0, 3.5, and 2.0 kb. Further, transcript expression varied among
mammals. For example, the prominent species in mice was reported to be 2.0 kb in length (83)
and for humans, 5.0 kb (82). Notably, more species of distinct lengths were observed in human
tissues than in tissues tested from other mammalian sources, suggesting organism complexity
may contribute to the number of apparent transcripts. In addition to species specificity, transcript
distribution and size also varied among tissue types. To date, mRNA data indicated PCPH
expression to be tissue and organism specific and consistently demonstrated high levels in the
kidney and liver (37,40,83).
Accordingly, multiple immunoreactive polypeptides have been detected in tissues
presenting transcript expression, and higher levels of protein expression were detected in the
tissues expressing high levels of transcript species. Tissue specific expression was substantiated
by immunohistochemistry from several sources and collectively supports the notion that the
liver, kidney, and colon are the tissues with the highest expression (69,70,82,84). In mouse
tissues, an abundance of the 2.0 kb transcript correlated with the appearance of the 47 kDa
species as the major polypeptide (83). In most instances, the 47 kDa polypeptide is the major
14

species detected, as is the case in human and virgin Sprague-Dawley rat liver and kidney extracts
(73,82). However, human laryngeal cells lines exhibited the smaller protein species (~27 kDa) as
the predominant form (70). Interestingly, in the mammary glands of Sprague-Dawley rats,
expression of the 27 kDa form, the only apparent form in mammary glands of these animals, was
greater in extracts from lactating animals than from virgin animals (73), suggesting a role for
PCPH in differentiation. A study of larynx tissue indicates an association of PCPH with
proliferating cells. Immunohistochemical staining showed PCPH expression in the larynx was
most intense in squamous epithelia and decreased with cell maturation (70). Notably, subcellular
localization of PCPH expression was observed to shift from the cytosol of basal cells to the cell
periphery of parabasal cells being nearly absent in well-differentiated stratum spinosum and
stratum corneum layers. Cell-surface NTPDase family members are suggested to influence
differentiation by their ability to control extracellular adenosine and ATP levels (22). Taking into
account the nucleotide hydrolyzing capability and the observation of secreted and cell-surface
wild-type protein, it is feasible that PCPH could influence differentiation similarly. Though the
connection between PCPH and cell differentiation is still unclear, data suggested the relationship
may be tissue specific.
A strong argument towards the importance of PCPH expression in development was
presented through the generation of PCPH-deficient mice (31). Abnormal liver conditions were
detected by blood chemistry and histopathological evaluation. Mouse serum had high
transaminase activity and bilirubin levels as well as decreased levels of albumin, glucose,
triglyceride and cholesterol, all indications of compromised liver function. Further, the absence
of PCPH in mice yielded hepatocellular neoplasic syndrome, increased hepatocyte turnover
15

(proliferation and degradation), and centrilobular hypertrophy. Forty percent of knockout mice
in this study presented liver tumors, which proved significant compared to the lack of liver
tumors in any of the age-matched control littermates. A possible explanation for the increased
hepatocyte turnover may be related to the absence of PCPH in the ER leading to end product
inhibition of protein glycosylation and ultimately a triggering of the unfolded protein response or
alterations in extracellular nucleotide levels. The detection of ubiquitinated material
accumulation in the cytoplasm of PCPH-deficient hepatocytes may support this hypothesis.
Potential mechanisms for the neoplasic conversion will be discussed in a later section.
It was also seen that male mice exhibited infertility. Late spermatogenic arrest or
defective spermiation were suggested to be the cause. Defects observed in PCPH-deficient
mouse livers and testes, suggested PCPH expression is important for proper development of
these tissues and is supported by detectable PCPH expression in embryonic and mature liver
tissue as well as testis tissue and cell lines. What remains unclear, however, is the biological
function of PCPH gene products in these tissues.
PCPH/mt-PCPH expression in malignancy
As previously stated, the PCPH gene is located at 14q24 in humans. Interestingly,
translocations involving this locus have been reported most frequently in association with benign
neoplasm of epithelial or mesenchymal origin, such as lung hamartoma, leiomyoma, and
meningioma (85-87). More importantly, deletions affecting 14q24 have been reported to be
associated with hematological neoplasms and a variety of malignant neoplasms such as
mesothelioma (88), kidney tumors, colon cancer, lymphoma, and leukemia (89-91).
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Apt to the transforming ability of mt-PCPH in cell culture models, PCPH/mt-PCPH
transcripts and immunorelated peptides have been detected in some solid tumors as well as tumor
cell lines. It should be noted here that there is currently no method to distinguish PCPH from mtPCPH in situ. The predominant endogenous protein species are ~47 kDa and ~27 kDa, which are
in agreement with the predicted gene product size for the proto-oncogene and oncogene,
respectively. An initial study of tumor cells revealed the absence of detectable PCPH/mt-PCPH
mRNA in renal cell carcinoma and its presence in approximately 50% of hepatocellular
carcinoma cell lines tested (92) suggesting the loss of PCPH/mt-PCPH in these stages of kidney
and liver pathology. A survey of 50 human tumor cells lines from breast, nervous, colon, lung,
and pancreas tissue origin revealed a variety of immunoreactive polypeptide forms of PCPH, in
approximately 50% of samples tested (72). Analysis of different stages of cancer in human
laryngeal samples indicated an inverse correlation between PCPH/mt-PCPH expression and
malignancy (70), further suggesting the loss of PCPH/mt-PCPH in correlation with pathology in
some tissues. However, when 7, 12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene-induced rat mammary tumors
and human breast tumors were examined both the number of forms of PCPH/mt-PCPH and the
expression levels detected were increased in all malignant samples as compared to controls
(69,73). Similar results were observed from experiments on testicular germ cell tumors (TCGTs)
and cell lines as well as prostate tissue, in which expression levels were greater in tumors than in
normal tissues (71,93). Immunohistochemical studies showed that PCPH/mt-PCPH is expressed
at low levels in normal prostatic glands and at greater levels in benign prostatic hyperplasia.
High expression was also detected in samples from prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN),
being heterogeneously high in prostate cancer (PCa) (93). These data are consistent with results
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from microarray studies that showed PCPH/mt-PCPH highly expressed in PIN and PCa relative
to normal prostatic glands (94,95).
These data recall the patterns observed in healthy tissue of tissue-specific transcript
expression. It seems the relationship between transcripts expressed, protein forms present, and
stage of disease is not straightforward. For example, data indicated PCPH may be acting as a
tumor repressor in particular tissues yet in other tissues where expression and malignancy
coincide, PCPH in some capacity may be acting in favor of disease development or progression.
An explanation for these patterns may be gene dysregulation in the form of aberrant splicing of
PCPH, a mechanism previously described for the onset or progression of malignancy (96). In
fact, splice variants have been reported within the NTPDase family and for PCPH specifically
(92,97-99). The protein from a splice variant of ENTPD4 was shown to have relaxed substrate
specificity compared to native NTPDase 4 (98). The splice variant of ENTPD3 yields an inactive
truncated product, which was shown to interfere with the maturation and consequently the
activity of the canonical active protein when coexpressed (99). These data suggest a role for
splice variants in the regulation of NTPDase activity. However, a comprehensive description of
the connection between these proteins and cancer remains ambiguous without information from
key experiments characterizing transcripts and elucidating the regulation and native function of
PCPH and mt-PCPH. Along these lines, investigations have been carried out in an effort to
describe a function and define a mechanism of dysfunction. In doing so, recurring phenotypes of
protein expression have emerged and are discussed in the following section.
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PCPH mechanisms of transformation/phenotypes
Near ubiquitous expression and conservation of PCPH suggests a native role in essential
cell processes for the gene products. This notion is further strengthened by the results from the
study of PCPH-deficient mice. Neoplastic transformation is frequently derived from aberrations
in cell proliferation, differentiation, or apoptosis. In fact, the transforming potential of PCPH and
mt-PCPH has been suggested to affect the cell through alterations along these pathways and
experimental data seem to support this idea.
Data pertaining to PCPH and cell growth are somewhat ambiguous stemming primarily
from the absence of means to differentiate PCPH from mt-PCPH in situ and the apparent
complexity of endogenous expression. Studies in laryngeal and testes tumors indicate that PCPH
expression did not appear to be associated with highly proliferating cells, rather with slow
growing differentiated cells. WB analysis of normal and carcinoma laryngeal cell lines revealed
the presence of PCPH and mt-PCPH exclusive of one another, respectively (70). Similar analysis
of tumor samples and normal-matched controls in the testes demonstrated PCPH in both sample
types, however mt-PCPH was absent in all of the normal samples tested (71). Although the
pathological state of each cell in the immunohistochemical analyses was not explicitly
determined, it can be stated that the predominant form expressed in each tumor tissue is not
correlated with highly proliferating cells.
It was shown that the transforming ability of PCPH acts in synergy with that of H-Ras
(100) but despite the GDP binding ability of PCPH, it was demonstrated not to be a Ras GEF
(38). Interestingly, it was revealed that both PCPH and mt-PCPH seemed to be negative
regulators of the canonical Ras and MEKK1 signaling pathways further advancing the idea of
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their involvement in alterations of cell proliferation signaling pathways (61,62). However, it was
also shown that mt-PCPH expression exclusively increased ERK1 activation, and potentially
implicating a connection with protein kinase C (PKC) signaling. It has been shown in PCa cell
models that, in fact, mt-PCPH alters PKCs  and  activity, the details of which are discussed
later in this section.
As previously noted, a recent publication describing PCPH-deficient mice noted overall
stunted growth of the animals as well as concurrent hepatocellular neoplasic syndrome, increased
hepatocyte turnover and centrilobular hypertrophy (31). These data indicated that the native
function of these proteins might be peripheral to proliferation pathways possibly influencing
homeostasis with the effects of the protein deficiency being proportional to levels of endogenous
expression.
The effects of PCPH nucleotidase activity on ATP levels could affect cell proliferation.
Toward this idea, whole cell ATP measurements indicated approximately 25% less ATP in mtPCPH expressing cells and about a 10% decrease in PCPH expressing cells (19,62). However, it
seemed unlikely that the enzymatic activity of PCPH or mt-PCPH was responsible for the
decrease in ATP. The kinetic studies discussed above agreed that ATP and ADP are not high on
the list of favored substrates for PCPH (39,42,51,52). However, it should also be considered that
ATP is the most abundant nucleotide in the cell making it widely available to nucleotidases.
Even though mt-PCPH and PCPH share a large portion of amino acid sequence including the
active site residues with the exception of ACRV and the substrate positioning residues, mt-PCPH
may possess altered kinetic properties (i.e. substrate preference, reaction rate). These aspects of
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mt-PCPH have not been examined but may provide an explanation toward the magnitude of the
effects observed in the presence of this protein.
One of the prominent phenotypes of cells expressing PCPH isoforms is increased
resistance to various types of cellular stress. Importantly, PCPH mRNA expression was upregulated by serum starvation, suggesting it is a stress responsive gene (38). Correspondingly,
further experimentation showed cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH were more resistant to stress
conditions such as serum starvation, chemical treatment (62,101), temperature (92), and ionizing
radiation (IR) (19). However, this effect was more evident in mt-PCPH expressing cells in all
cases. It has been proposed that this effect is the consequence of PCPH or mt-PCPH mediated
depletion of ATP, decreasing ATP levels below the minimum threshold needed to initiate
apoptosis. However, further investigation is needed to support this hypothesis.
Alternatively, it has been suggested that expression of these proteins might antagonize
pro-apoptotic pathways or stimulate anti-apoptotic pathways. PCPH forms were also shown to
impede apoptotic signaling by blocking mTOR activation in response to IR-induced DNA
damage. It was demonstrated that mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) respond to IR by initiating
apoptosis, at least in part, through mTOR activation, nuclear translocation, phosphorylation of
p53, and subsequent downstream apoptotic signaling. PCPH and mt-PCPH were shown to
interfere with mTOR phosphorylation and nuclear translocation, though to different degrees as
mt-PCPH blocked the activation and translocation completely yet full-length PCPH only had a
partial blocking effect. The effects of mt-PCPH on mTOR were lost with the ablation of apyrase
activity, which suggested that translocation of mTOR into the nucleus is regulated by
phosphorylation and that mt-PCPH may regulate the phosphorylation of mTOR through apyrase
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activity (19). However, as mentioned above, it is unlikely the decrease in phosphorylated mTOR
is the result of mt-PCPH catalyzed hydrolysis of ATP effectively reducing the substrate for the
acting kinase. The mechanistic details of how mt-PCPH enzymatic activity, and perhaps PCPH
enzymatic activity to a lesser extent, altered levels of phosphorylated mTOR have yet to be
elaborated. Still, mTOR is a plausible target for the effects of PCPH and mt-PCPH expression
because mTOR is described as an ATP sensor (102) and plays a prominent role in cell growth
(103) and apoptotic signaling pathways (104,105).
In PCa cell lines, the expression of PCPH or mt-PCPH rendered cells resistant to
cisplatin-induced apoptosis. They were described to do so through the inhibition of PKC
dephosphorylation and subsequent stabilization of phosphorylated Bcl-2, a key player in
apoptotic signaling (101). These data are clinically relevant in that chemoresistance is a
characteristic of advanced stage prostate cancer (106) and high PCPH expression has been
described in PIN through cancer progression to late stage prostate carcinoma (93).
The data discussed in this section thus far describe the response of the cell to an insult in
the presence or absence of PCPH or mt-PCPH. Provided the seemingly non-specific protective
effect of these proteins on cells in response to stress, these phenotypes are pertinent. Another
phenotype observed in comparatively unstimulated cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH was a
change in cell adhesion properties. When expressing mt-PCPH, NIH3T3 cells continued to grow
and formed more colonies in anchorage-independent growth conditions (soft-agar assays) (38)
compared to controls. Interestingly, it was shown that exogenous and endogenous PCPH forms
increase the invasiveness of PCa cells. In cells exogenously expressing mt-PCPH, the
measurable effect was significantly greater than that of the full-length protein, as has been noted
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for other experiments discussed above. It was determined that the increase in invasiveness is
mediated through PKC activation, stimulation of collagen I expression and subsequent secretion
(93). Beyond these signaling events, no further mechanistic details have been explored.
The mechanisms by which these proteins transform cells still remain unclear. The
presence of multiple forms and differing transcript profiles in unhealthy and normal tissue
implicates gene dysregulation as a potential mechanism of transformation. The conservation,
ubiquitous expression, and data linking the PCPH forms to cell proliferation and apoptosis
suggest transformation might also occur through alterations in one of these vital cell processes.
Further the increase of PCPH/mt-PCPH mRNA levels in response to cellular stress anticipates
the signaling data that reiterate a protective role of PCPH forms. It follows that PCPH or mtPCPH dysregulation could lead to protection and perpetuation of malignant or partially
transformed cells, in effect acting as the "second hit" in a two-hit model of carcinogenesis (107).
Although implicated in mechanistic proposals, it is not clear whether or how the catalytic activity
of PCPH and mt-PCPH is involved in transformation. However, it is possible that errors in both
canonical gene transcription and enzyme activity act as the source of transforming potential.
Colorectal cancer
CRC is the third most common cancer and the second-leading cause of cancer-related
deaths in the United States of America as it affects equally men and women (108). CRC is
divided into sporadic and hereditary or familial cases, the latter representing 20-25% of
documented cases. The progression of CRC and the underlying genetics have been well defined
mainly because of the relative ease by which the stages of disease can be observed. Aberrations
in the adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) tumor suppressor gene are common in both sporadic
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and hereditary CRC, with APC aberrations being highly penetrant in the latter (109). APC is
crucial for -catenin degradation (110). Accordingly, the distribution of -catenin and Ecadherin is often altered in colorectal tumors (111-113). Other mutations common to colorectal
cancer cases include K-Ras (KRAS), TGF (TGFB), p53 (P53), -catenin (CTNNB1), and axin
(AXIN2) (109,114-116). Mutations in several of these genes are commonly associated with
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), a shift from an epithelial to a mesenchymal cell
phenotype strongly correlated with carcinoma progression (116,117). Common markers of EMT
include increased TGF signaling, E-cadherin loss, and -catenin nuclear translocation. The
molecular changes defining EMT often result in cell mobility and have been correlated with
tumor invasion and metastasis in CRC (111).
Pathological staging is an important means of defining tumors for treatment and
understanding of the disease. CRC staging follows the guidelines set by the American Joint
Committee on Cancer. Under these guidelines, tumors are described by the extent of primary
tumor invasion into the colon wall (T), the extent of regional node metastasis (N), and the degree
of distant metastasis (M). These parameters are then grouped into stages I-IV as a means to
classify the malignancy of the disease (Fig. 2). When discussing the invasion of a tumor the T
score is the most relevant descriptor. Tis describes a tumor that only involves the first layer of the
colon wall the mucosa, T1 tumors have grown through the mucosa and extend into the
submucosa, T2 tumors have grown through the submucosa and extend into the thick muscle wall
called the muscularis propria, T3 tumors reach through the muscularis propria, and T4 tumors
have grown through the entire colon wall and attached to or invaded a nearby organ.
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Figure 2 - Colon cancer progression: An image depicting colon cancer progression adapted from
an image from the National Cancer Institute; Terese Winslow (copyright 2005).
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Another cellular change strongly associated with invasion and metastasis in colorectal
cancer is the overexpression of focal adhesion kinase (FAK) (118-121). FAK is also of interest
because of its known roles in cell morphology, adhesion/invasion, and cell survival (122), cell
features and biological processes shown to be altered by PCPH and mt-PCPH. FAK is a
ubiquitously expressed non-receptor tyrosine kinase of ~125 kDa initially identified through the
screening of v-Src substrates (123,124) and integrin induced protein phosphorylation (125,126).
FAK is most often found in a multiprotein complex associated with integrins called focal
adhesions (FAs) that connect the extracellular matrix with intracellular cytoskeleton. However, a
study of cells from FAK knockout mice revealed that FAK is not necessary for FA formation
(127). FAK is active after undergoing a conformational change making the kinase domain
accessible, often as a consequence of integrin clustering. Activation is most commonly
associated with autophosphorylation at tyrosine 397 (Y397) followed by Src-family protein
binding and phosphorylation. The subsequent phosphorylations by Src-family kinases, for which
6 primary amino acid targets have been described, generate protein binding sites which recruit a
multitude of other proteins that bind directly or indirectly to the FAK protein complex (128). For
these reasons, FAK is described to function as both a kinase and a scaffolding protein.
Furthermore, FAK is also considered a signaling node and has shown to be involved in cell
survival, invasion, and migration signaling (128). It is suggested the combination of
phosphorylation sites and bound proteins directs the downstream signaling events.
FAK plays a major role in cell motility and invasion. The strongest evidence for the
involvement of FAK in cell motility came from analysis of fibroblasts from FAK-deficient mice.
Not only did these cells form FAs but also the FAs were enlarged and the cells demonstrated
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reduced motility (127). This study supports the idea that FAK is important for FA disassembly
and turnover. In fact, it has been shown that calpain-mediated proteolysis of FAK and FA
associated proteins is necessary for FA disassembly and cell motility (129-134). Further, FAK
activation, Src binding and activity are required for the recruitment of calpain to FAs for
proteolysis mediated turnover (132,135,136). So in the case of FA turnover, FAK kinase activity
and scaffolding functions are necessary for cell motility. Therefore, FAK mediates the assembly
and disassembly of FAs.
Adenine nucleotide translocase
Adenine nucleotide translocase (ANT) is an approximately 30 kDa nuclear-encoded
mitochondrial carrier protein family member. ANT functions as a dimer at the inner
mitochondrial membrane (IMM) and is one of the most abundant proteins associated with the
mitochondria. The ANT dimer serves as a gated channel between the mitochondrial matrix and
the interlumen space and catalyzes exchange between mitochondrial ATP and cytosolic ADP
(137,138). The discovery of ANT inhibitors has provided insight into the structure of dimerized
ANT, the mechanics of ATP/ADP transport and hints to other potential ANT molecular
functions (reviewed in (139)). Purified native ANT in reconstituted liposomes was shown to
form a large conductive channel in response to several agents also known to cause mitochondrial
membrane permeability (MMP) and apoptosis (140-145). Further, ANT has been shown to
interact with multiple apoptosis-regulating proteins including cyclophilin D, VDAC, Bcl-2/Bax
family proteins, and the peripheral benzodiazapam receptor. Thus ANT is considered a part of
the large multiprotein complex of the mitochondria known as the permeability transition pore
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complex (PTPC). However, ANT does not seem to be required for PTPC formation or activation
but may act in a regulatory role (139,146,147).
To date there are four known ANT isoforms. The genes encoding isoforms 1 and 4 reside on
chromosome 4, the ANT2 gene is found on the X chromosome, and the ANT3 gene on both the X
and Y chromosomes. Accordingly, the isoforms are reported to be tissue specific (139,148).
Though they share molecular functions, their roles in the regulation of biological processes
diverge. Hence, isoforms 1 and 3 are generally categorized as pro-apoptotic and 2 and 4 as antiapoptotic. Functions were demonstrated by overexpression of ANT1 and 3, which resulted in cell
apoptosis as indicated by such events as increased cytochrome c release, caspase-9 and caspase-3
activation, and mitochondrial membrane depolarization (149-152). It was also shown that cells
from ANT1-deficient mice were more resistance to apoptotic inducing agents (153). However,
reduction of ANT2 levels by shRNA sensitized cells to lonidamine (154) and TRAIL treatment
(155), and reportedly induced apoptosis (156). Also overexpression of ANT4 had a
cytoprotective effect against lonidamine and staurosporine treatment (157).
ANT2 is unique among the ANT isoforms as studies demonstrated further connections with
this isoform, cell metabolism, and transformation. ANT2 was described to participate in the large
ATP-generating protein complex of the mitochondria known as the ATP synthasome
(139,154,158,159). Further studies have also linked ANT2 expression with the predominance of
glycolysis over oxidative phosphorylation (160,161). Together these data reiterated the
distinctions between ANT isoforms and strongly support the idea for the role of ANT2 in cellular
transformation.
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Hypothesis
Mutant PCPH oncogenicity, and in some instances PCPH oncogenicity, is defined by
increased resistance to stress, increased invasiveness, and changes in cell adhesion. Interestingly,
though these phenotypes appeared consistently, it has been shown that cell context dictated the
signaling mechanism responsible for these phenotypes. Colon, which ranks third among the
tissues expressing high levels of PCPH and mt-PCPH (84,92) is one tissue that has not been
studied in detail. Existing reports indicate the presence of PCPH and mt-PCPH in colon tumors
and changes in expression with the onset of CRC (72,162-165). The enzyme activity of these
proteins has been suggested as a potential source of expression-induced phenotypes.
Accordingly, we were interested in investigating the relationship between colon carcinoma and
the enzymatic activity of PCPH and mt-PCPH.
It was my hypothesis that PCPH and mt-PCPH expression stimulated colon cancer cell
invasion, chemoresistance, and ATP depletion through their intrinsic nucleotidase activity.
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RESULTS
Expression of PCPH and mt-PCPH in colon tumors and carcinoma lines
The investigation of colon carcinoma began by probing colon tumors at varying stages of
malignancy with an antibody, which recognized PCPH and mt-PCPH. For condition
optimization, prostate, and skin tissue sections were treated in parallel with a small number of
paraffin embedded colon tumors as a control for time of development and positive and negative
controls for processing, respectively. As a control for antibody specificity, randomly selected
sections were processed in parallel using the pre-bleed antiserum. In the final steps of
immunohistochemical processing, sections were also counterstained with hematoxylin to mark
the nuclei.
With the assistance of pathologist Dr. Wenping Li, regions of malignant colon cells from 45
colon tumor sections were randomly selected and marked for scoring. The intensity of staining of
each region was scored blindly by Dr. Li and me from 1 to 3, 1 being the least intense and 3 the
most intense. Correlation plots between tumor characteristics and staining intensity were
generated using tumor pathology reports, when available.
Representative images of tumor sections from each pathological stage are shown in Figure
3A. Though some background intensity is apparent from the pre-bleed treated sections, the
specificity of the anti-serum staining is illustrated in the higher magnifications of serial sections
of a tumor processed in parallel with the anti-serum or pre-bleed antiserum (40x magnifications,
highlighted in black boxes). These images also show that the signal was predominantly in the
cytoplasm of epithelial cells. When staining intensity scores were graphed in order of increasing
malignancy, the data showed no linear correlation of PCPH or mt-PCPH expression with
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Figure 3 - PCPH and mt-PCPH expression in colon tumors: (A) Immunohistochemical staining
for PCPH/mt-PCPH expression in colon tumors. Staining positive for expression appears brown
and nuclei were counterstained with hematoxylin, which appear purple. Light microscope images
are representative of staining from each pathological stage. Randomly selected sections were
stained in parallel under identical conditions using pre-bleed antiserum. Serial sections stained
for PCPH/mt-PCPH and pre-bleed are shown at 10x and 40x magnification (highlighted by the
black boxes) illustrating specificity of staining. (B,C) Distribution of staining intensity of 45
colon tumor sections (B) or 235 colon tumor cores (C) arranged by increasing malignancy. Colon
tissue sections stained as described in (A). Intensity was scored blindly by two researchers from 1
to 3, 1 being the least intense and 3 the most intense. The data points represent averages.
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malignant progression (Fig. 3B). However, a transient increase in expression at CRC stages I and
II was observed. When staining intensity was plotted against other tumor characteristics (tumor
size or differentiation status), no correlations or trends were observed. To confirm these
observations over a larger sample size of tumors, (235 cores) tissue microarrays (TMA) were
similarly processed and scored. As before, intensity scores were plotted against disease stage and
a similar trend illustrating a peak in intensity at the I/II stage transition was observed (Fig. 3C).
Other pathology data for these tumors were not available for evaluation.
Stages I and II are distinguished from more malignant colorectal cancer by their invasive
primary tumors and pre-metastatic status as illustrated in Figure 2. The apparent correlation of
high expression and these invasive premetastatic states of the tumors may be an indication of
either or both PCPH or mt-PCPH increasing the invasiveness of colon tumors. In fact, effects on
invasiveness have been demonstrated by PCPH or mt-PCPH expression in prostate cancer cells
lines (93). A major limitation of these immunohistochemical studies is the inability to distinguish
between PCPH and mt-PCPH, as both forms are recognized by the antiserum used and other
commercially available antibodies. To characterize PCPH and mt-PCPH independently in a
colon cell model system, cells lines stably expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH in a low PCPHexpressing colon carcinoma cell line were established.
To determine which colon cell line would best serve as a background for PCPH and mtPCPH expression, several colon cancer cell lines acquired from the Lombardi Tissue Culture
Shared Resource were screened for PCPH and mt-PCPH expression. These cells were
maintained under the conditions recommended by ATCC as noted in the Methods section. Cell
pellets were collected from each cell line at several passages, and whole cell protein lysates were
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analyzed for PCPH and mt-PCPH expression by WB probed with an antiserum that recognizes
both. Previous studies of colon cell lines revealed high levels of endogenous PCPH in HT29
cells, so HT29 lysates were referred to as a positive control. Lysate protein concentration was
estimated, and 25 g of protein lysate was loaded onto the gels for each sample. Protein loading
was also normalized to a non-specific band that appeared consistently on films of approximately
55 kiloDaltons (kDa). A representative blot is shown in Figure 4.
Consistent with previous reports immunoreactive bands at ~27 (mt-PCPH) and ~47 kDa
(PCPH) were observed on immunoblots probed with anti-PCPH antiserum (38,72). All colon
carcinoma cells lines tested revealed some degree of apparent PCPH or mt-PCPH expression.
The most prominent bands for all of the cell lines were a doublet in the range of mobility of 43 47 kDa proteins (PCPH, upper panel, Fig. 4). Among the cell lines tested HT29 cells
demonstrated the highest level of PCPH expression and SW480 cells the second highest, in the
range of 90% of HT29 levels. HCT15 and HCT116 cells demonstrated substantially lower levels
of PCPH expression in the range of 10 and 5% of HT29 expression levels, respectively. The
band with a molecular mass similar to that of mt-PCPH (~27 kDa) was observed in SW480,
HT29 and HCT116 cell lines (PCPH, lower panel, Fig. 4). Expression levels were greatest in
SW480 cells followed by HCT116 and HT29 cells (~60 and 40% of SW480 expression levels,
respectively). As HCT116 cells demonstrated low levels of endogenous PCPH and mt-PCPH
expression, this cell line was chosen as the background for the stable expression of PCPH or mtPCPH.
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Figure 4 - PCPH and mt-PCPH expression in colon carcinoma cell lines: Western blot of
HCT15, HCT116, HT29, and SW480 cell lysates probed with the antiserum recognizing PCPH
and mt-PCPH. Densitometry values were corrected for loading and are given as values relative to
the cell line with the most intense expression per protein species. Densitometry values are given
below the representative blots for the corresponding lane (n=2). Analysis of HCT15 cell lysate in
the region where mt-PCPH (~27 kDa) is expected to run, revealed the lack of an apparent band,
and densitometric values were comparable to the background for that lane indicated as "bkgrnd"
in the figure. A recurrent non-specific band of approximately 55 kDa was used as the loading
control.
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The ORFs of PCPH and mt-PCPH were cloned into the pcDNA3.1 myc-His mammalian
expression vector (61), which also contains the ORF of the neomycin gene as the determinant of
antibiotic resistance. Stable cell lines containing vector, PCPH, or mt-PCPH were established in
HCT116 colon carcinoma cells by transfection of plasmid DNA, selection for transfected cells
using high levels of antibiotic, and maintenance of selection pressure with a lower antibiotic
concentration. The amount of neomycin analog (Geneticin) used for selection was determined
by treating untransfected HCT116 cells with a range of concentrations and monitoring cell death
for up to 72 h. The Geneticin concentration chosen for selection was one that rapidly induced
and sustained cell death for ~95% of untransfected cells. Stringent selective pressure (high
concentration of antibiotic) was maintained for at least 14 days at which time cells were
collected and analyzed for PCPH or mt-PCPH protein expression.
Expression of exogenous PCPH and mt-PCPH was analyzed by WB of total protein lysates
probed for the myc-tag (Fig. 5A). The blot was reprobed with an antibody specific for
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as the loading control. The invasive
potential these cells was measured using a modified Boyden chamber assay in which cells are
seeded in serum-free medium separated from medium containing serum by a Matrigel-coated
porous membrane. These chambers containing cells and medium were then incubated under
standard growth condition for a predetermined amount of time. Cells that infiltrated the Matrigel,
passed through the membrane, and appeared on the underside of the chamber were stained and
counted. A pilot experiment was performed to determine an appropriate time period for invasion
where the same number of control cells were seeded in chambers and incubated for 24, 44, and
72 h. Invading cells were counted manually so the duration of invasion was chosen to be the time
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most similar to the manufacturer’s recommendations when an average of 50-100 cells had
invaded.
The expression of PCPH or mt-PCPH in HCT116 cells increased cell invasiveness an
average of 2.8-fold and 11.3-fold relative to vector containing control cells, respectively (Fig.
5B,C). Though the presence of either protein increases the invasive propensity of HCT116 cells,
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) yielded p=0.22 for PCPH expressing cells and a
statistically significant p-value for mt-PCPH expressing cells compared to vector-transfected
cells, p  0.005.
To confirm these results, cell lines containing vector DNA or expressing mt-PCPH were
generated in HCT15 cells, the colon cell line with the next lowest endogenous PCPH and mtPCPH expression. Clonal and pooled populations were established as described for HCT116
cells above. WBs of protein lysates and invasion assays were executed as previously described.
Multiple passages of both clonal and pooled populations were collected and screened for
protein expression. WB analysis confirmed mt-PCPH expression in clonal and pooled
populations (Fig. 5D). Also, both the clonal and pooled samples of HCT15 cells expressing mtPCPH were more invasive than vector-transfected cells by 5.7-fold and 3.7-fold, respectively
(Fig. 5E,F). Statistical analysis indicated the differences between the values for vectortransfected cells compared to mt-PCPH expressing clonal and pooled populations to be
significant (p0.05).
These data demonstrated that the expression of mt-PCPH in HCT116 and HCT15 cell lines
changes the invasiveness of cells, resulting in a greater number of invading cells compared to
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Figure 5 - Exogenous expression of PCPH and mt-PCPH in colon carcinoma cell lines: (A,D)
Western blots of colon carcinoma cells stably transfected with empty vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or
mt-PCPH probed with an antibody against the myc epitope (myc-tag). GAPDH was used as the
loading control. (A) Lysates of HCT116 cells transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or mt-PCPH
and (D) lysates of clonal and pooled populations of HCT15 cells transfected with the empty
vector or mt-PCPH. (B,E) Quantitation of modified Boyden chamber invasion assays of cells
from (A) or (D). Cells that migrated to the other side of the membrane were stained with crystal
violet and counted twice manually. Experiments were performed at least twice in triplicate.
Averages are presented relative to vector-transfected cell invasion (a.u. = arbitrary units). (B)
PCPH and mt-PCPH expression increased invaded HCT116 cell numbers 2.81.8-fold and
11.31.8-fold, respectively. One-way ANOVA yielded p-values of p=0.22 and p=0.002 for
PCPH and mt-PCPH expressing cells compared to vector-transfected cells, respectively. (E)
Invasion in the presence of mt-PCPH for clonal and pooled HCT15 cell populations increased
5.72-fold and 3.71.2-fold, respectively. P-values for the mt-PCPH expressing HCT15 clone
compared to the vector-transfected control were p=0.04 and for mt-PCPH-expressing pooled
cells compared to the vector-transfected cells were p=0.03. *p0.1 ** p0.05 *** p0.005. (C,F)
Images of membranes from modified Boyden chamber invasion assays described in (B,E) of
invading HCT116 cells (C) and HCT15 cells (F). Cells appear as purple spots.
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controls. This effect was also observed in prostate cancer cells lines when mt-PCPH was
expressed and the inverse when mt-PCPH was knocked down (93), suggesting increased cell
invasiveness may be a general characteristic of mt-PCPH expression. Consequently, it became
interesting to resolve the signaling cascade responsible for the changes in invasiveness.
Cellular signaling pathways responsible for PCPH and mt-PCPH induced invasion
Previous work on PCPH- and mt-PCPH-induced signaling in HEK293T, COS-7, and
NIH3T3 mouse fibroblasts implicated the PKC family of proteins in the activation of ERK1 in
the presence of mt-PCPH (61). In prostate cells, it was demonstrated that altered cell
morphology, cell adhesion, and increased invasiveness were mediated by a pathway including
PKC activation, stimulation of collagen I expression and its secretion (93). As it is possible that
enhanced invasiveness as a consequence of alterations in cell adhesion is a common effect of mtPCPH expression, it follows that a similar signaling cascade may be responsible for this
phenotype in colorectal carcinoma cells as was described for PCa cells. Cell morphology and
PKC levels were examined in colon cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or mtPCPH.
Microscopic examination of HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or
mt-PCPH revealed consistent morphological differences for mt-PCPH-expressing clonal and
pooled populations compared to vector-transfected cells (top row, Fig. 6A). Individual cells and
cells on the periphery of clusters grown on plastic demonstrated a spikey appearance as the result
of multiple elongated protrusions (inset, black arrows). These populations were less often found
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Figure 6 - Cell morphology and PKCδ levels of HCT116 cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH:
(A) Representative phase contrast images (20x magnification) of pooled populations of HCT116
cells stably transfected with empty vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH plated on collagen Icoated (Col I) or untreated (plastic) cell culture dishes. Inset (highlighted in black) shows 40x
magnification of cellular protrusions (black arrows) distinct to mt-PCPH expressing cells. n=2
(B) Western blot of cell lysates from HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH,
or mt-PCPH. Blots were reprobed with -tubulin as the loading control. Lysates were collected
from two cell passages (n=2) and analyzed by western blot at least twice. Representative blots
are shown. PKC expression in the presence of PCPH increased an average 1.040.3-fold and
mt-PCPH, 1.030.06-fold compared to vector-transfected cells.
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in clusters with cobblestone or honeycomb appearance that was often exhibited by vector- or
PCPH-transfected cells (top left and middle).
In prostate cells, it was demonstrated that the observed morphological changes could be
prevented by the presence of collagen I (93). As morphological changes were also observed in
mt-PCPH expressing HCT116 cells, these cells were plated on collagen I-coated dishes.
However, the presence of extracellular collagen I had no observable effect on the gross
morphology of HCT116 cells expressing mt-PCPH (bottom row, Fig. 6). It was also observed
that neither PCPH-expressing nor vector-transfected HCT116 cell morphology was notably
altered by the presence of extracellular collagen I. To eliminate the established collagen I and
PKC signaling pathway as the source of increased invasiveness for HCT116 expressing mtPCPH, the levels of PKC were examined in these cells lines. Lysates of HCT116 cells stably
transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or mt-PCPH were generated and analyzed by WB as
previously described. The blots were probed for PKC, stripped, and then reprobed for tubulin, as the loading control (Fig. 6B). These experiments demonstrated that the PKC levels
were similar among HCT116 colon carcinoma cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH,
or mt-PCPH.
Altered morphology in the presence or absence of mt-PCPH suggested changes in cell-cell
contacts and or cell-ECM adhesion (Fig. 6A and (93)). Accordingly, mt-PCPH expression in PC3, HCT116, and HCT15 cell lines resulted in increased cell invasiveness (Fig. 5 and (93)).
However, unlike PCa cells, HCT116 cells transfected with mt-PCPH demonstrated that changes
in cell morphology were not reverted by the presence of extracellular collagen I, nor were PKC
levels affected by PCPH or mt-PCPH expression. Together these data support the idea that mt41

PCPH expression induced changes in morphology, possibly a manifestation of changes in
adhesion, and increased cell invasiveness. It seems, however, the signaling pathways triggering
these phenotypes may differ depending on the cell context.
EMT is a well-recognized route of carcinoma progression that encompasses changes in cell
morphology, adhesion, and invasiveness (116,117). Hallmarks of EMT include downregulation
of cell adhesion molecules such as E-cadherin, increased expression of matrix-metalloproteases,
cytoskeletal rearrangement, and nuclear translocation of transcription factors such as -catenin
(166). The consequences of these changes are an invasive cell type clinically associated with
invasion, extravasion, and metastasis (111,166). This mechanism of malignant progression is
associated with CRC (111,116) as both hereditary and sporadic cases commonly have mutations
within the APC gene (109), the protein product of which is central in -catenin and hence Ecadherin stability. Data thus far have indicated that PCPH and mt-PCPH expression had an effect
on morphology and cell invasiveness but that the responsible signaling pathways in colon
carcinoma cells are not known. To test whether the presence of PCPH or mt-PCPH effects
HCT116 invasiveness through canonical EMT pathways the expression and distribution of Ecadherin and -catenin were examined.
Total cell lysates from HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or mtPCPH were analyzed by WB, as described before, and then probed with E-cadherin and catenin specific antibodies. As a control for protein loading, the blot was reprobed with an
antibody specific for GAPDH. Cells were also harvested for total RNA (see Methods) and cDNA
was transcribed in vitro using reverse-transcriptase. Transcript levels were analyzed using probe
sets targeting 3’ proximal sequences in microarray format (GeneChip HG-U133 Plus 2.0).
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Transcript levels were normalized by a set of constitutively expressed human maintenance genes
and data are presented as fold-induction over vector-transfected control cell levels. Protein
distribution was determined by indirect immunofluorescence (IF) using E-cadherin and -catenin
specific antibodies. Nuclei and actin were also marked using 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) and rhodamine-phalloidin, respectively.
Analysis of E-cadherin and -catenin proteins in empty vector, PCPH, or mt-PCPH
transfected cells showed levels were similar in all cases though slightly higher in PCPH
expressing cells (Fig. 7A). The transcript levels of E-cadherin or -catenin measured by
independent probes sets also indicated no significant differences among the three cell lines (Fig.
7B). Confocal microscope images revealed E-cadherin localized predominantly at cell-cell
junctions, the canonical location for participation in adherens junctions (arrows, top, Fig. 7C).
Expression of PCPH or mt-PCPH had no detectable effect on the location or presence of Ecadherin. Visualization of -catenin by confocal microscopy showed it to be localized to cell-cell
junctions (arrows, lower panels, Fig. 7C), with some cells demonstrating a diffuse distribution
(asterisks). It is worth noting that the cells used in this experiment were a pooled population
meaning the cells were heterogenous in aspects including stage of cell cycle, size, and protein
expression levels. It is unclear whether the diffuse fluorescent signal was from the cell surface or
the cytoplasm as the focal plane in which images were gathered may not traverse the middle of
all cells in a field of a heterogenous population. Regardless, the proportions and patterns of
distribution were similar among empty vector, PCPH, and mt-PCPH transfected cells.
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Figure 7 - mRNA and protein expression levels and cellular distribution of E-cadherin and catenin in PCPH or mt-PCPH expressing HCT116 cells: (A) Western blot of HCT116 cells
stably transfected with empty vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH probed for either E-cadherin
or -catenin. GAPDH used as the loading control. (B) E-cadherin (left) and -catenin (right)
transcript levels determined by GeneChip HG-U133 Plus 2.0 microarray analysis. Multiple
probes were used for each gene target and normalized by a set of constitutively expressed
maintenance genes. Arrays were run twice and averages of transcript expression relative to
vector-transfected cell levels are shown (a.u. = arbitrary units). Dotted lines mark the threshold
of significance. (C) Confocal microscope images (60x) of indirect immunofluorescence
performed on HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or mt-PCPH. Ecadherin (top) or -catenin (bottom) immunoreactivity indicated by green, red marks actin as
determined by rhodamine-phallodin treatment (bottom only), and DAPI nuclear stain, blue, was
used as a counter stain. White arrows highlight E-cadherin or -catenin staining at cell-cell
junctions and asterisks denote cells with diffuse -catenin immunofluorescence (bottom only).
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In summary, the examination of E-cadherin and -catenin indicated that transcript levels,
protein levels, and protein distribution were not altered by the presence of PCPH or mt-PCPH in
HCT116 cells. PCPH and mt-PCPH does not induce invasion by modifying either E-cadherin or
-catenin transcript levels, protein levels, or protein distribution suggesting that the observed
EMT-like phenotypes (changes in cell morphology and increased invasion) of mt-PCPH
expressing cells were not the consequence of hallmarked EMT signaling.
High levels of FAK are another molecular change associated with cancer progression, in
particular for its effects on cell survival and motility (122,167-169). Studies of colorectal tumors
revealed a correlation of FAK expression with tumor invasion and metastasis (118-120). It has
been shown at the molecular level that both the enzyme activity and the scaffolding function of
FAK can contribute to cancer cell motility and invasion in a context-dependent manner (170).
Cells cultured from FAK knockout mice were less motile and had more and larger FAs,
suggesting for the first time FAK is critical for FA turnover rather than FA formation (127,171).
Further it has been described that the homeostatic dynamics of FAs are regulated in part by
calpain-directed breakdown of FA complex proteins including FAK (129,130,133,134). It was
also demonstrated that the scaffolding function of FAK recruits proteins that induce FAK break
down and FA disassembly (131,132). Consequently, FAK complex assembly is essential for the
activation as well as the disassembly of FAs.
Given the correlation between FAK and CRC invasion and metastasis as well as the cellular
data demonstrating the role of FAK in cell motility and invasion, the levels of FAK were
measured in CRC cell lines exhibiting increased invasiveness as a consequence of mt-PCPH
expression. Western analysis was performed as previously described probing with antibodies
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specific for FAK or phosphorylation of FAK tyrosine 397 (phosY397). The blots were stripped,
blocked, and reprobed with an antibody specific for GAPDH as the loading control.
Densitometry values for each band were normalized to those of the loading control and presented
as averages of the values relative to vector-transfected control cells.
WB analysis of total FAK revealed elevated levels in HCT116 cells expressing PCPH and
mt-PCPH, 8.3-fold and 20.3-fold, respectively (upper panels, Fig. 8A,B). Also FAK phosY397
levels in cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH were elevated 1.9-fold and 3.3-fold, respectively,
over control cells transfected with vector DNA (lower panels, Fig. 8A,B). To confirm these
results, the same analyses as described above were performed on the HCT15 cells stably
expressing mt-PCPH. WBs probed for total FAK and FAK phosY397 (Fig. 8C) revealed
elevated levels in HCT15 cells expressing mt-PCPH by 1.6 and 1.5-fold, respectively, over
vector-transfected control cells (Fig. 8D). These results showed that FAK and FAK phosY397
protein levels were elevated in the presence of PCPH and mt-PCPH in HCT116 cells. Further,
mt-PCPH expressing HCT15 cells also had elevated total and phosY397 FAK. It was also shown
that the degree of FAK elevation in mt-PCPH expressing HCT116 cells was consistently greater
than that of PCPH expressing cells and statistically significant (p0.05). To test whether FAK
was responsible for the observed increase in cell invasiveness, FAK was knocked-down using a
short hairpin RNA (shRNA) specific for FAK mRNA (shFAK).
Commercially available vectors containing shRNA targeting four distinct locations in the
FAK mRNA were screened for efficacy by transient transfection into PCPH and mt-PCPH
expressing cells followed by WB analysis of FAK protein levels. The generation of a stable
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Figure 8 - FAK and phosphorylated FAK levels in PCPH and mt-PCPH expressing cells: (A,C)
Western blots of cells stably transfected with empty vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH. Blots
of HCT116 (A) or HCT15 (C) pooled cell lysates. Blots were probed for total FAK, stripped, and
reprobed for phosphorylated FAK Y397 (phosY397). GAPDH was used as the loading control.
Cells were collected for at least three passages and westerns were run twice (n=3). (B,D) Semiquantitative analysis of data in (A) or (C). Values were corrected for protein loading and the
averages relative to vector-transfected cells are shown. (B, top) FAK expression (dark grey bars)
in HCT116 cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH increased 8.38.7-fold and 20.45.7-fold,
respectively. One-way ANOVA calculations gave p-values of 0.36 and 0.041 for PCPH and mtPCPH, respectively, compared to vector-transfected cells. (B, bottom) FAK phosY397
expression (light grey bars) in the presence of PCPH and mt-PCPH increased 1.91.3-fold and
3.32.0-fold, respectively. (D) FAK expression (dark grey bars) and FAK phosY397 expression
(light grey bars) in HCT15 cells expressing mt-PCPH increased 1.60.14-fold and 1.50.28-fold.
One-way ANOVA calculations gave p-values of 0.01 and 0.09 for FAK and FAK phosY397
expression, respectively, compared to vector-transfected cells. ** p≤0.05
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FAK-knockdown cell line was attempted twice unsuccessfully. As an alternative, stable PCPH
and mt-PCPH expressing cells were transiently transfected with shFAK then used for protein
analysis and invasion assays. WBs and invasion assays were carried out and analyzed as
previously described. As the half-life of the FAK protein was shown to be greater than 24 h
(172), cells transfected with shRNA were incubated for 36 h after transfection before being used
in experiments.
HCT116 cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH demonstrated reduced FAK protein levels 36 h
after transfection with shFAK (Fig. 9A). FAK levels were decreased approximately 50% and
75% in PCPH and mt-PCPH expressing cells, respectively. The number of invading cells was
reduced after treatment with shFAK compared with shGFP-transfected or mock-transfected cells.
PCPH expressing cells demonstrated a 50% decrease in the numbers of invading cells compared
to those of mock-transfected cells (Fig. 9B). Similarly, for cells expressing mt-PCPH and
transfected with shFAK invasion was reduced 84% compared to mock-transfected cells (Fig. 9B).
These data strongly suggested that the increased invasiveness observed from PCPH and mtPCPH expression in HCT116 cells was mediated by FAK.
In an effort to understand how FAK protein levels are increased in the presence of PCPH or
mt-PCPH, the steady-state levels of FAK mRNA were analyzed using real-time quantitative PCR
(RT qPCR). Total RNA was harvested and cDNA generated as previously described. Steadystate levels of FAK transcripts were measured using the Taqman Gene Expression Assay
system (Applied Biosystems) and described in detail in the Methods section. Quantitative steadystate levels of FAK mRNA were calculated using the comparative threshold
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Figure 9 - The effect of FAK knockdown on the invasiveness of PCPH or mt-PCPH expressing
cells: (A) Western blot of lysates from HCT116 cells expressing PCPH and mt-PCPH 36 h after
transfection with shRNA constructs targeting either green fluorescent protein (shGFP) or FAK
(shFAK). GAPDH was used as the loading control. Transfection was performed at three cell
passages (n=3). A representative blot is shown. FAK levels were reduced an average of 50 and
75% in PCPH and mt-PCPH expressing cells transfected with shFAK compared to shGFPtransfected cells, respectively. (B) Modified Boyden chamber assays were executed as
previously described. Experiments were performed three times in duplicate (n=3). Averages
relative to mock-transfected cells are presented in the graph. Invasion of PCPH expressing cells
transfected with shFAK decreased 5014%, and invasion of mt-PCPH expressing cells
transfected with shFAK decreased 842% of corresponding mock-transfected cells.
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cycle (Ct) method (173). This method compares the Ct values of the experimental samples to the
control samples after each is normalized to a reference gene. The product of these calculations is
the transcript level relative to the designated control sample (vector-transfected cell cDNA).
These experiments revealed that FAK transcript levels were not significantly different among
vector-transfected, PCPH, or mt-PCPH expressing cells. The average FAK mRNA levels from
PCPH and mt-PCPH expressing cells relative to those in vector-transfected cells were 0.95 and
1.1, respectively (Fig. 10A). These data indicated that the detected increase in FAK protein is the
not result of increased gene transcription, and therefore is likely regulated post-transcriptionally.
As it seemed FAK levels are dysregulated post-transcriptionally and FAK is known to bind
multiple proteins, it seemed possible that elevated FAK levels in PCPH or mt-PCPH expressing
cells could be the consequence of altered FAK-protein complex interactions. This phenomenon
of FAK stabilization has been described in ATP-depleted opossum kidney cells where FAK
degradation was inhibited by complex formation with hsp72 (174).
First, differences in FAK protein stability were examined. To do so, HCT116 cells
transfected with empty vector, PCPH, and mt-PCPH were treated with cycloheximide (CHX), an
inhibitor of protein synthesis, and FAK protein levels were monitored by WB over time. Cyclin
D1 (175) and GAPDH (176) have short and long protein half-lives, respectively, and were used
as the controls for the inhibition of protein synthesis and gel loading, respectively. To determine
a concentration of CHX that was not lethal to cells but inhibited cell proliferation, cells were
titrated with a range of concentrations and monitored for 96 h. Then cells were plated in equal
numbers and incubated with CHX-containing media (25 g/ml), which was refreshed every 24 h.
WBs were performed as previously described and probed for FAK, GAPDH and cyclin D1 (Fig.
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10B). For semi-quantitative analysis of protein decay, slopes were calculated from plots of
densitometry values vs. time.
WB analysis revealed that after 24 h of CHX treatment, cyclin D1 protein levels were
reduced approximately 95% indicating that protein synthesis was effectively inhibited. However,
after 72 h of CHX treatment, FAK protein levels were reduced on average only ~5%, indicating
FAK protein in these cells is stable, with a half-life greater than 72 h. The approximate rates of
FAK decay indicated 17% retardation in FAK protein degradation in mt-PCPH-transfected
HCT116 cells compared to vector-transfected cells (Fig. 10C). This observed difference in FAK
protein decay supports the possibility that the increased FAK levels may be the consequence of
protein protection by means of increased FAK-protein interactions.
To examine the steady-state FAK-protein complexes, cells were treated with the crosslinker
formaldehyde, which stably fixes protein-protein interactions and then protein lysates were
analyzed by WB. After formaldehyde treatment, protein lysates were prepared, and WB analysis
was performed similar to previous experiments, except that electrophoresis was performed at a
lower voltage for a longer duration and proteins were transferred overnight at 4C for better
resolution of high-molecular weight protein complexes. The immunoblots were probed for FAK
and GAPDH. Densitometry values were collected for GAPDH and each of four regions of the
blot that gave a signal for FAK (denoted as black lines to the right of blot, Fig. 11A). Values for
each region were corrected for equal loading and then presented in Figure 11B as a percentage of
the sum of FAK immunoreactive band intensities per sample.
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Figure 10 - FAK mRNA levels and protein decay in the presence of PCPH or mt-PCPH: (A) RT
qPCR analysis of FAK transcripts from pooled HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty
vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH. cDNAs were generated from two cell passages and
analyzed in triplicate, twice (n=2). Transcript levels were normalized to those of the validated
reference gene, cyclophilin D, and are presented relative to cDNA from vector-transfected cells
as calculated using the comparative threshold cycle method. FAK transcript levels in cells
expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH were 0.950.024-fold or 1.10.08-fold relative to levels from
vector-transfected cells, respectively. (B) Western blots of cycloheximide (CHX) treated (25
g/ml) pooled HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or mt-PCPH. CHX
containing medium was refreshed every 24 h, and cells were monitored for 72 h. Experiments
were performed on 3 cell passages (n=3). Blots were cut and probed for FAK, GAPDH, and
cyclin D1 simultaneously. Representative blots are shown. (C) Densitometry data were evaluated
as previously described and then plotted as a function of time. Estimates were calculated for the
rate of FAK decay: -0.0020.002, -0.00190.001 and -0.00150.0005 for vector, PCPH and mtPCPH transfected cells, respectively.
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WB analysis showed smears and distinct bands of FAK immunoreactivity greater than 125
kDa, the molecular mass of FAK, representing protein complexes that include FAK (Fig. 11A).
The smear extending from ~200-125 kDa was most intense in mt-PCPH expressing samples
suggesting the presence of multiple FAK-containing complexes. Also detected were discrete
populations of high molecular weight FAK immunoreactive species. Semi-quantitative analysis
of the blots indicated a higher percentage of FAK-protein complexes in mt-PCPH expressing cell
lysates compared to vector-transfected cell lysates (Fig. 11B). The populations of FAK
immunoreactive proteins greater than 170 kDa and around 150 kDa made up a greater percentage
of the total immunoreactive FAK in mt-PCPH expressing cell lysates compared to vectortransfected cell lysates. Correspondingly, a smaller percentage of uncomplexed FAK (125 kDa)
was detected in mt-PCPH expressing cells compared to vector-transfected cells. FAK fragments
of approximately 92 and 62 kDa (<125 kDa), described to be the products of calpain cleavage
(129,131), were also detected and at a smaller percentage in mt-PCPH expressing cell lysates
compared to vector-transfected cell lysates. Values for PCPH containing lysates also indicate an
increase in FAK-protein complexes compared to vector-transfected cell lysates but to a lesser
extent (Fig. 11B). Taken together, these data (Fig. 10 and 11) indicated that the increase in FAK
protein levels observed in mt-PCPH expressing HCT116 cells is the result of alterations at the
protein level. And that FAK degradation is retarded in the presence of mt-PCPH possibly as a
consequence of an increased proportion of FAK-protein complexes.
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Figure 11 - Steady-state FAK protein distribution: (A) Western blot analysis of pooled HCT116
cells stably transfected with empty vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH, treated with 1%
formaldehyde for 30 min. Four regions of reproducible FAK immunoreactivity were selected for
densitometry analysis, represented by the black lines to the right of the representative blot image.
(B) Densitometry values for each region were adjusted by the loading control values and then
presented as a percentage of their sums for each lane.
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Chemoresistance of colon carcinoma cells expressing PCPH and mt-PCPH
Expression of mt-PCPH and, under certain conditions, PCPH has been shown to increase
resistance to serum starvation and hyperthermia (38), IR (19), and chemotherapy (62,101). As
discussed above, FAK, a protein known to promote survival, protein levels were elevated in
PCPH and mt-PCPH expressing cells. To further characterize the influence of PCPH or mtPCPH expression on colon carcinoma cells, changes in resistance to chemotherapeutics in cells
ectopically expressing PCPH and mt-PCPH were examined.
For cell survival experiments, HCT116 and HCT15 cells stably expressing PCPH or mtPCPH were treated with oxaliplatin, a platin-based drug commonly used to treat colon cancer.
Cells were incubated with 10, 30, or 50 M oxaliplatin for 24 h or 1, 3 or 10 M oxaliplatin for
48 h and then cell viability was measured using a luciferin/luciferase-based assay.
For each of the conditions tested except one, the percentages of viable HCT116 cells
expressing mt-PCPH were greater than those for vector-transfected cells. Cells expressing mtPCPH treated with 10 and 50 M oxaliplatin for 24 h were an average of 25% more resistant to
treatment compared to vector-transfected cells (left panel, Fig. 12A) with p-values ≤ 0.1. The
cells expressing mt-PCPH treated with 1, 3 and 10 M oxaliplatin for 48 h were on average 35%
more viable than vector-transfected cells (right panel, Fig. 12A). Similar results were observed
for HCT15 cells expressing mt-PCPH treated with oxaliplatin. For each of the conditions tested
the average percent of surviving cells was greater in the presence of mt-PCPH. Cells expressing
mt-PCPH treated with oxaliplatin for 24 and 48 h averaged 14% and 31% greater resistance to
treatment than vector-transfected cells, respectively (Fig. 12B).
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Figure 12 - Cell viability of colon carcinoma cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH: (A) HCT116
cells stably transfected with vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH were treated with three
concentrations of oxaliplatin for 24 and 48 h. Cell viability was measured using a
luciferin/luciferase-based assay. Values are presented as the average percentage of untreated
cells (cell viability) for each time point (n=3). One-way ANOVA of mt-PCPH expressing cells
compared to vector-transfected cells yielded p-values of 0.09, 1 and 0.07 for 24 h treatments and
0.01, 0.33 and 0.36 for 48 h treatments. One-way ANOVA of PCPH expressing cells compared
to vector-transfected cells yielded p-values of 0.4, 0.04 and 0.89 for 24 h treatments and 0.29,
0.42 and 0.51 for 48 h treatments. (B) HCT15 cells stably transfected with vector or mt-PCPH
were treated with three concentrations of oxaliplatin for 24 and 48 h as in panel (A). One-way
ANOVA of mt-PCPH expressing cells compared to vector-transfected cells yielded p-values of
0.23, 0.09 and 0.39 for 24 h treatments and 0.11, 0.043 and 0.11 for 48 h treatments (n=3).
*p0.1 ** p0.05
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Survival trends for PCPH expressing HCT116 cells varied between 24 and 48 h treatments.
The percentages of surviving PCPH expressing cells treated with oxaliplatin for 24 h were the
same as or less than vector-transfected cell levels (left panel, Fig. 12A). The percentages of
PCPH expressing cells surviving treatment with oxaliplatin for 48 h were greater than vectortransfected cells by an average of 20%, however, the increases were not statistically significant
(p0.1, right panel, Fig. 12A).
These data demonstrated that the expression of mt-PCPH in HCT116 and HCT15 cells
generated resistance to oxaliplatin-induced cell death. As FAK was shown to play a protective
role against apoptosis and FAK levels were increased in PCPH and mt-PCPH expressing cells, it
became interesting to see if FAK mediated the increased resistance to chemotherapy observed in
mt-PCPH expressing cells.
The FAK knocked-down cells described for Figure 9 were exposed to 25 M 5FU or vehicle
for 24 h, and cell viability was determined by the trypan blue exclusion assay. Vector-transfected
cells in which shGFP or shFAK was transfected exhibited an average 79 and 76% cell viability,
respectively, whereas mt-PCPH expressing cells transfected with shGFP or shFAK exhibited 88
and 94% cell viability compared to vehicle treated controls, respectively (Fig. 13). From these
experiments it seemed that FAK downregulation in vector or mt-PCPH transfected cells did not
significantly modify the cellular response to chemotherapeutic treatment.
As an increased resistance to stress induced cell death, including chemoresistance, has been
observed from cells expressing mt-PCPH or, under certain conditions, PCPH in other systems
(19,38,101), these previously established pathways were examined as potential sources of
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Figure 13 - Cell viability of FAK knocked-down mt-PCPH expressing cells: HCT116 cells stably
transfected with vector (pcDNA) or mt-PCPH were transiently transfected with shGFP or shFAK
as described for Figure 9. Cells were treated with 25 M of 5-fluorouracil (5FU) for 24 h. Cell
survival was measured using the trypan blue assay (n=3). Cells expressing mt-PCPH transfected
with shGFP and shFAK showed average 87.66% and 93.915% cell survival after treatment
with 5FU, respectively. Vector-transfected cells transfected with shGFP and shFAK and treated
with 5FU showed average 79.015% and 76.0 7% cell survival, respectively.
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chemoresistance in a CRC cell model. In PCa cell models, it was shown that PKC-induced Bcl2 stabilization was responsible for chemoresistance conferred by PCPH or mt-PCPH expression
(101). And in MEF3T3 cells, PCPH and mt-PCPH expression antagonized mTOR apoptotic
signaling and demonstrated increased resistance to IR treatment (19). Accordingly, cell lysates
from CRC cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH were screened for PKC activation, Bcl-2
stabilization and mTOR activation by immunoblot analysis.
Western analysis of PKC levels in PCPH or mt-PCPH expressing cells showed no
significant difference from those of vector-transfected cells (left panel top, Fig. 14A). Analysis of
PKC threonine 638 phosphorylation, used as an indication of enzymatic activity (177,178),
showed proportional levels of activated PKC in corresponding samples (middle panel). Further,
Bcl-2 protein levels were also comparable among vector-transfected, PCPH, or mt-PCPH
expressing cells (bottom panel). Examination of mTOR protein levels revealed no apparent
differences in total mTOR or mTOR phosphorylated at serine 2448 (Fig. 14B), a phosphorylation
site shown to indicate mTOR kinase activity (179). Accordingly, the phosphorylation levels of
the mTOR kinase substrate 4EBP-1 were also unchanged (bottom panel).
Taken together these data (Fig. 12-14) suggested that PCPH or mt-PCPH induced
chemoresistance in HCT116 cells was not mediated by the observed increase in FAK protein
levels or by altered PKC, Bcl-2, or mTOR signaling. As it has been previously suggested, the
enzyme activity of the PCPH or mt-PCPH proteins may be the source of chemoresistance, as it
was described that the ATP reduction associated with mt-PCPH expression plays a part in the
observed protection (19,62).
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Figure 14 - The effect of PCPH or mt-PCPH expression on PCK and mTOR activation: (A)
Western blot of pooled HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or
mt-PCPH probed for PKC, PKC phosphorylated at threonine 638 (phosT638) and Bcl-2. (B)
Western blot of pooled HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector, PCPH, or mt-PCPH
probed for mTOR, mTOR phosphorylated at serine 2448 (phosS2448), 4EBP-1, and 4EBP-1
phosphorylated at threonines 37 and/or 46 (phosT37/46). The following applies to both panels:
Duplicate immunoblots were run in parallel for total and phosphorylated protein analysis.
Densitometry values were corrected for loading and are given below the corresponding lane as
values relative to vector-transfected cell protein levels (n=2).
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The catalytic activity of PCPH and mt-PCPH
The ATP depletion in various cell types triggered by expression of PCPH and, particularly,
mt-PCPH has been attributed to the enzymatic activity of these proteins. Further, it was
suggested that reduced ATP levels are fundamental to the mechanisms behind PCPH and mtPCPH induced stress-resistance (19,62). To understand the relationship between ATP levels,
PCPH and mt-PCPH catalytic activity, and the protection against apoptosis conferred by these
proteins, the ATP levels in whole cell extracts of CRC cells stably transfected with empty vector,
PCPH, or mt-PCPH were examined.
Dividing cells were collected, ruptured, and measurements of ATP and protein were taken
from the supernatants. ATP was measured using a luciferin/luciferase-based assay where all the
components of an ATP-dependent reaction, except ATP, are provided to which cell lysates were
then added. Luminescence readings from sample reactions were converted into ATP values,
using an ATP standard curve measured in parallel, and then corrected for protein content.
HCT116 cells expressing mt-PCPH exhibited ATP levels about 28% lower than those of
vector-transfected cells (Fig. 15A), but PCPH expression had little effect on ATP levels (~51%
increase). To confirm these results, mt-PCPH expressing HCT15 cells were also analyzed for
ATP content (Fig. 15B). Similarly, ATP levels were reduced in HCT15 cells expressing mtPCPH to approximately 40% less than those of vector-transfected cells (Fig. 15B). These data
are in agreement with previous studies showing a decrease in ATP levels (~25%) in the presence
of mt-PCPH (19,62).
To investigate the significance of ATP depletion on the phenotypes observed from cells
expressing mt-PCPH, exogenous ATP was introduced into ATP depleted cells and then ATP
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Figure 15 - ATP levels in cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH: Whole cell ATP analysis of
vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH transfected CRC cells. ATP measurements were corrected
by the samples total protein concentration. An ATP standard curve was run in parallel.
Measurements were performed in triplicate from three cell passages (n=3). (A) HCT116 cells
transfected with empty vector or mt-PCPH yielded 7.50.5 and 5.40.8 nmoles of ATP per gram
of protein. One-way ANOVA gave a p-value of 0.06. (B) HCT15 cells transfected with empty
vector or mt-PCPH contained 2.60.4 and 1.60.5 nmoles of ATP per gram of protein,
respectively. One-way ANOVA gave a p-value of 0.11. *p0.1
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content, invasiveness, and cell viability measurements were taken as previously described. Cells
were incubated with empty or ATP-encapsulated liposomes then washed and used for
experiments mentioned above. Pilot experiments were performed to determine the optimal
concentration of liposomes for efficient delivery and minimum toxicity. Various concentrations
of empty or 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein-encapsulated liposomes were incubated with cells for up to
48 h. Efficient delivery of liposome contents and cell viability was measured up to 48 h after
liposomes were removed. Pilot experiments were also performed to determine the optimal time
of incubation with the liposomes for the degree and duration of ATP delivery. Cells were
incubated with empty or ATP-encapsulated liposomes for 2-18 h, washed thoroughly with
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and then ATP levels were monitored for up to 48 h later.
Incubation periods of less than 6 h showed no differences in cellular ATP levels between empty
or ATP-encapsulated liposomes. Cells incubated with ATP-encapsulated liposomes for 6 h
indicated an average 3-fold increase in ATP levels compared to the levels of empty liposomes;
however, the levels decreased ~60% within the first 2 h following the removal of liposomes and
were comparable to the ATP levels of cells treated with empty liposome levels after 12 h (left
panel, Fig. 16A). Cells treated with ATP-encapsulated liposomes for 18 h demonstrated a 6-fold
increase ATP levels over empty liposome treated cell levels followed by severe fluctuations in
ATP (up to ~40-fold) up to 48 h after liposomes were removed (right panel, Fig. 16A). Therefore
an 8 h incubation period was used in experiments performed on empty vector, PCPH, or mtPCPH transfected cells.
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Figure 16 - ATP levels, invasion, and cell viability of HCT116 cells following ATP-encapsulated
liposome treatment: (A) ATP levels following a 6 or 18 h treatment with empty (dotted lines) or
ATP-encapsulated (solid lines) liposomes. HCT116 cells were treated for 6 or 18 h with empty
or ATP-encapsulated liposomes and ATP levels were monitored for 48 h. (B) ATP levels of
empty vector (V), PCPH (P), or mt-PCPH (mt) transfected HCT116 cells treated for 8 h with
empty (dotted lines) or ATP-encapsulated (solid lines) liposomes (n=2). (C) ATP levels at time
zero for experiments in (B). Empty vector = pcDNA. All ATP measurements were executed and
presented as described for Figure 15. (D) Quantitation of modified Boyden chamber invasion
assays of cells from (B). Following the 8 h liposome treatment, cells were washed with PBS,
detached from the plate, redistributed to invasion chambers and allowed to invade for 24 h.
Invading cells were stained with crystal violet and counted from 12 randomly selected regions of
the membranes. Experiments were performed at least twice in duplicate (n=2). Averages are
presented relative to empty liposome treated cell invasion controls (a.u. = arbitrary units). (E)
HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector (V) or mt-PCPH treated for 8 h with empty
or ATP-encapsulated liposomes were then treated with three concentrations of oxaliplatin for 24
h. Cell viability was measured using a luciferin/luciferase-based assay. Values are presented as
the average percentage of untreated cells (cell viability) for each time point.
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Empty vector or PCPH transfected cells incubated with ATP-encapsulated liposomes
demonstrated ~1.4-fold increase in ATP compared to the respective empty liposomes treated cell
levels at time zero after the removal of liposomes (Fig. 16C). Elevated ATP levels decreased
rapidly in the first 4 h (Fig. 16B), consistent with the patterns observed from the pilot
experiments in panel A. On the other hand, cells expressing mt-PCPH showed no increase in
ATP levels following the 8 h treatments with ATP-encapsulated liposomes (Fig. 16C). Invasion
and cell viability assays were performed in parallel with empty or ATP-encapsulated liposome
treated cells. Despite the absence of an increase in ATP levels, mt-PCPH cells treated with ATPencapsulated liposomes demonstrated an ~50% decrease in cell invasion (Fig. 16D). Further,
mt-PCPH expressing cells treated with ATP-encapsulated liposomes were more sensitive to
oxaliplatin treatment than empty liposome-treated cells for each concentration tested (Fig. 16E).
Together, these data suggest the alterations in ATP levels may play a role in the increased
invasiveness and chemoresistance that occur from mt-PCPH expression.
To determine if the enzyme activity of mt-PCPH is directly responsible for the cleavage of
ATP and therefore, the decreased measurable ATP, in vitro enzymatic activity was examined. As
PCPH and mt-PCPH enzyme activity has been demonstrated previously (38,42,43,51,52,61), the
study began by generating putative inactive apyrase mutants of both PCPH and mt-PCPH. The
amino acids chosen for mutagenesis (Fig. 17A) were selected from successful inactivating
mutations of related NTPDases previously reported in the literature (180-182). Constructs were
sequenced to confirm site-directed mutagenesis, then transiently transfected into HCT116 cells
and assayed for GDPase activity as previously described (183). GDP cleavage was monitored by
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Figure 17 - Design, expression, and GDPase activity of apyrase mutants: (A) Schematic
illustrating the mutagenesis of tryptophan 177 to alanine (W177A) and glycine 201 to alanine
(G201A) to generate putative inactive apyrase variants of PCPH or mt-PCPH. (B) Western blot
of cell lysates from HCT116 cells 48 h after transient transfection with W177A, G201A, or
W177A+G201A (double) mutated PCPH or mt-PCPH constructs. (C) GDPase activity assay of
cell lysates from HCT116 cells transiently transfected with native (nat.), W177A, G201A, or
W177A+G201A (double) PCPH mutants. Assays included 5 g of total protein and reaction mix
containing 2 mM GDP incubated at 37°C for 5 min. Reactions without protein (mix) and lysates
from empty vector-transfected cells (pcDNA) were included as controls. (D) GDPase assays of 5
g of cell lysates from empty vector (pcDNA), native (nat.) or W1771A mutated PCPH or mtPCPH-transfected HCT116 cells. Reactions executed as described for (C). Reactions were run in
duplicate and one set was boiled prior to incubation with GDP as controls.
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the detection of released inorganic phosphate using a malachite green colorometric assay
(184,185). As a control for the phosphate detection assay, phosphate standards were run in
parallel with sample reactions. Also, to demonstrate that the inorganic phosphate detected from
reactions containing lysates and GDP, was generated by an enzyme, control reactions were
boiled prior to incubation with GDP and then analyzed in parallel with standards and sample
reactions.
The expression of PCPH and mt-PCPH apyrase mutants was confirmed by WB analysis of
cell lysates probed for the myc-tag (Fig. 17B). First, putative PCPH apyrase mutants were
screened for GDPase activity, and experiments showed that mutation of tryptophan 177 to
alanine (W177A) completely abolished the GPDase activity whereas; the mutation of glycine
201 to alanine (G201A) had no effect on the activity (Fig. 17C). Accordingly, the variant
containing both mutations (double) also had no GDPase activity. The GDPase activity of cell
lysates from PCPH transfected cells was lost when boiled prior to incubation with GDP (Fig.
17D). When the GDPase activity of PCPH W177A apyrase mutant was compared with native
mt-PCPH and mt-PCPH W177A, it was revealed that neither cell lysates had GDPase activity
(Fig. 17D).
To examine enzyme activity in more detail, HCT116 cells expressing comparable levels of
PCPH or mt-PCPH (Fig. 18A) were lysed, total protein concentrations were estimated and then
fixed quantities of lysate were incubated with GDP (Fig. 18B). For two concentrations of total
protein (5 and 30 g), lysates from cells expressing PCPH yielded a 2.6- and 2.8-fold increase in
free phosphate, respectively, compared to the corresponding controls, indicating GDPase activity
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Figure 18 - PCPH and mt-PCPH GDPase activity in vitro: (A) Western blot of HCT116 protein
lysates 48 h after transfection with PCPH or mt-PCPH probed with anti-PCPH antiserum and
GAPDH. (B) GDPase assay of lysates from cells in (A). Free phosphate was detected by a
malachite green colorometric assay. A phosphate standard curve was run in parallel. Lysates of
cells transfected with the empty vector (pcDNA) were used as controls. Each transfection was
measured twice and experiments repeated three times (n=3). P-values of PCPH-transfected cell
lysates compared to the corresponding vector-transfected cell lysates were 0.016 and 0.00016 for
5 and 30 g of total protein, respectively. And for mt-PCPH transfected cell lysates p=0.7 and
0.8 compared to the corresponding vector-transfected cell lysates for 5 and 30 g of total protein,
respectively. (C) Western blot of immunoprecipitated protein of transiently transfected HCT116
cells (lanes 1-3, input). P and mt denote IPs from PCPH or mt-PCPH expressing samples,
respectively. IPs of cells transfected with the empty vector were used as controls, V. Proteins
were eluted using Laemmli sample buffer (lanes 4-6) or the c-myc peptide (lanes 7-9) in parallel.
Immunoglobulin heavy (HC) and light chains (LC) were detected on blots of Laemmli eluted
immunoprecipitates. (D) GDPase assays were performed on IPs as previously described for (C).
One-way ANOVA comparing PCPH and mt-PCPH IP GDPase activity to IPs from vectortransfected cells gave p-values of 0.00072 and 0.9, respectively. ** p0.05 *** p0.005 ****
p0.0005
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in these samples (Fig. 18B). The signal was reduced to background levels when the samples were
boiled prior to incubation with GDP. Whereas boiled and intact lysates from cells expressing mtPCPH yielded a phosphate signal similar to those detected for the corresponding vectortransfected cell lysates (Fig. 18B).
To establish that the observed activity in the cell lysates came specifically from the
exogenously expressed proteins, proteins were immunoprecipitated using their myc-tags and
then assayed for GDPase activity as before. Cells were transiently transfected and protein
expression was confirmed after 48 h (lanes 1-3, Fig. 18C). As confirmation of protein
immunoprecipitation (IP), the precipitates were eluted under reducing and denaturing conditions
(lanes 4-6). Under these conditions the heavy chain of the antibody and PCPH migrate with a
similar mobility so the level of eluted PCPH cannot be determined directly. However, the signal
from the antibody light chain in lanes 5 and 6 of Figure 18C is comparable, and when considered
as the loading control, comparison of the bands at 50 kDa in lanes 4 and 5 revealed a greater
intensity in lane 5, most likely from the presence of PCPH. To eliminate the interference from
the heavy chain, precipitated proteins were also eluted using the myc peptide, and both proteins
were

detectable

by

immunoblot

(lanes

7-9).

Phosphate

levels

measured

from

immunoprecipitated PCPH incubated with GDP were significant compared to controls
(p<0.005), ~10-fold greater than vector-transfected sample IPs (Fig. 18D) and were reduced to
the range of controls when precipitates were boiled prior to incubation with GDP. Whereas,
immunoprecipitated mt-PCPH yielded phosphate levels similar to controls for both boiled and
non-boiled samples. In summary, these data demonstrated GDPase activity from PCPH
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Figure 19 - GDPase activity of PCPH or mt-PCPH from HCT116 cells expressing varying levels
of protein: (A) Western blot of HCT116 cells 48 h after transfected cells with PCPH or mtPCPH probed for their myc-tag and GAPDH. Transfections were performed on two cell
passages (n=2). The average densitometric values relative to mock-transfected cells are shown
below the corresponding lane. (B) GDPase activity of 5 g of lysates from (A). GDPase assays
were executed and reported as described in Figure 18B. *p0.1
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expressing cell lysates and lysate IPs in vitro, which could be eliminated by the mutation of
tryptophan 177 to alanine. However, GDPase assays of mt-PCPH expressing cell lysates and
lysate IPs showed no activity and suggested that mt-PCPH had altered activity or lacked GDPase
activity under these conditions.
To confirm that the differences in enzyme activity were not due to differences in the levels of
protein expression, the GDPase activity was assayed in lysates with varying degrees of PCPH or
mt-PCPH expression. To vary protein expression levels, equal numbers of cells were transfected
in parallel with a series of DNA dilutions. Lysates were then analyzed for protein expression and
GDPase activity after 48 h. Western analysis, GDPase assays, and densitometry were performed
as previously described.
The WBs in Figure 19A demonstrated that transfecting increasing quantities of DNA
correspondingly yielded increasing amounts PCPH and mt-PCPH protein expression, reaching a
maximum at 1.5 g of DNA. For lysates of PCPH-transfected cells, the levels GDPase activity
also increased corresponding to increased protein expression, up to 1.5 g of transfected DNA
(Fig. 19B). However, the GDPase activity from mt-PCPH containing samples was similar to
vector-transfected cell lysates independent of exogenous protein expression levels (Fig. 19B).
These data further supported the idea that mt-PCPH may have altered or be lacking GDPase
activity. To confirm these results in other cells lines, GDPase activity was measured from the
lysates of HCT15 colon carcinoma cells and PC-3 PCa cells transfected with PCPH or mtPCPH. Protein analysis and GDPase activity assays were performed in the same manner as
described for Figure 18 (A and B). GDPase assays of HCT15 and PC-3 cells expressing PCPH or
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Figure 20 - GDPase activity of PCPH or mt-PCPH expressed in HCT15 and PC-3 cells: (A,C)
Western blots of HCT15 (A) or PC-3 (C) protein lysates 48 h after transfection with empty
vector (pcDNA), PCPH (P), or mt-PCPH (mt) probed with antibodies against the myc-tag and
GAPDH. (B,D) GDPase assays of HCT15 (B) or PC-3 (D) lysates from (A) or (C), respectively.
Assays were executed as described for Figure 18B. Values are averages of three transfections
(n=3).
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mt-PCPH offered similar results as the equivalent experiments in HCT116 cells (Fig. 18A,B).
HCT15 and PC-3 cells expressing PCPH (Fig. 20A,C) yielded 2.3- and 2.2-fold greater
phosphate levels compared to those of vector-transfected cell, respectively, for both quantities of
total protein (Fig. 20B,C). The signal was consistently reduced to background levels when the
samples were boiled prior to incubation with GDP. Lysates with comparable levels of mt-PCPH
expression (Fig. 20A,C) gave phosphate signals similar to those of the corresponding vectortransfected cell lysates before or after boiling for both cell lines (Fig. 20B,D). These data showed
that, independent of cell model, lysates from PCPH expressing cells had GDPase activity
whereas lysates from mt-PCPH expressing cells did not have activity, in agreement with the
results in Figures 17-19.
As it seemed possible that the putative GDPase activity of the mt-PCPH protein might be
destroyed during the preparation of cell lysates, GDPase activity was also determined in situ
using another phosphate detecting colorometric assay (186,187) the product of which is a brown
precipitate visible under the microscope. To correlate GDPase activity with protein expression,
cells were also labeled for myc-tagged protein expression using indirect IF and then phase
contrast and fluorescent microscope images were collected (Fig. 21A). GDPase activity was
quantitated by densitometric analysis of the light microscope images and is expressed relative to
cells processed in the absence of GDP (Fig. 21B).
In the presence of GDP (right panels, Fig. 21A), precipitate was observed in wells
containing cells transfected with PCPH but not in those containing empty vector or mt-PCPH
transfected cells. The brown precipitate indicating free phosphate was not visible in the control
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Figure 21 - PCPH and mt-PCPH GDPase activity in situ: (A) Images of in situ GDPase
histochemistry (phase contrast) and indirect immunofluorescence (IF). HCT116 cells were
incubated in the presence or absence of GDP 48 h after transfection with vector (pcDNA),
PCPH, or mt-PCPH. GDPase activity was detected using a colorometric assay in which free
phosphate was converted into a brown precipitate visible by light microscopy. Transfections
were executed on two cell passages and GDPase assays run in duplicate (n=2). Protein
expression was visualized by indirect IF using a primary antibody against the myc-tag (green).
The blue box highlights a region of PCPH-transfected cells shown at a higher magnification
(right). (B) For each experiment, two random fields from phase contrast images from each
condition were used for densitometry. Data were processed using ImageJ. The intensity for each
image was measured and is presented as averages of values relative to vector controls in the
presence or absence of GDP. One-way ANOVA comparing vector and PCPH-transfected cells
in the presence of substrate generated a p-value of 0.0003. **** p0.0005
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wells processed without GDP (left panesl). IF images demonstrated that those cells transfected
with PCPH or mt-PCPH but not the empty vector were positive for protein expression. When
overlapped, the images from PCPH-transfected cells demonstrated the coincidence of enzyme
activity and protein expression at the single cell level (40x magnification, blue box right panel).
Densitometric analysis of images reiterated the observation of in situ GDPase activity for PCPHtransfected but not empty vector or mt-PCPH-transfected cells (Fig. 21B). Analysis revealed 1.3fold greater GDPase activity from PCPH-transfected cells relative to vector-transfected cells
(p<0.0005). These data showed the GDPase activity detected from PCPH or mt-PCPHtransfected cells was similar in lysates as intact cells and further supported previous experiments
that indicated mt-PCPH had altered enzyme activity compared to PCPH.
To test whether mt-PCPH activity was detectable under alternate assay conditions, the
enzyme activity of PCPH and mt-PCPH was measured varying substrate nature and
concentration. Samples were prepared and enzyme assay performed as described for Figure 18B.
Figure 22A illustrates the activity detected from lysates of cells expressing PCPH or mtPCPH on various nucleotide di- and triphosphates. In agreement with previous reports
(42,43,52), lysates from PCPH-transfected cells demonstrated the highest levels of hydrolysis in
the presence of GDP, IDP and UDP and significant levels also with GTP and UTP substrates
(Fig. 22A), whereas the phosphate levels measured from mt-PCPH-transfected cell lysates were
comparable to of those from vector-transfected cell lysates for all the substrates tested. The
GDPase activity of lysates from cells expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH was also assayed over a
range of GDP concentrations (1 M - 2x103 M). Samples containing PCPH demonstrated some
level of GDP hydrolysis for every concentration of GDP tested (Fig. 22B), whereas samples from
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Figure 22 - The effect of substrate nature and concentration on PCPH and mt-PCPH catalytic
activity: (A) Nucleotidase activity of HCT116 cells transiently transfected with vector (pcDNA),
PCPH, or mt-PCPH on NDPs and NTPs. Nucleotidase assays were executed and are presented
as described for Figure 18B using 5 g of total protein and 2 mM substrate. Mix, reactions
without protein. (B) GDPase activity assays of HCT116 cells transiently transfected with vector
(pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH over a range of substrate concentrations. GDPase assays were
executed and are presented here as described for Figure 18B using 5 g of total protein and GDP
ranging from 1 M to 2 mM. Cells were transfected at two cell passages and samples run in
duplicate (n=2) for experiments in both panels.
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mt-PCPH-transfected cells yielded phosphate levels similar to vector-transfected cell lysates
over the entire range of substrate concentrations. These data demonstrated that mt-PCPH also
lacked hydrolysis activity on other NDPs and NTPs and that the lack of detectable mt-PCPH
GDPase activity appeared to be independent of GDP concentration.
The results of these studies showed that GDPase assays from lysates, IPs, and intact cells
expressing mt-PCPH did not detect GDPase activity. They also demonstrated that the apparent
inactivity was independent of protein expression levels, GDP concentration, and substrate nature.
As the enzyme activity of mt-PCPH appears to be negligible, it is unlikely to have served as the
source of the observed phenotypes. These results were unexpected as it has been the hypothesis
of this lab that the enzyme activity of mt-PCPH played a major role in its effects on cells.
Molecular organization and tertiary structure of PCPH and mt-PCPH
To understand more clearly the reasons for the differences in enzyme activity between PCPH
and mt-PCPH, their primary sequences and tertiary structures were examined. Amino acid
sequences for PCPH and mt-PCPH were obtained from the NCBI Protein Database (Accession
number: AAF22932.1 and AAF22931.1, respectively) and ACRs, cysteines, and structural
domains were then annotated manually from the literature (Fig. 23A) (24,39,40,50). As the
crystal structure of either PCPH or mt-PCPH is yet to be determined, tertiary structure models
were generated (Fig. 23B) using the crystal structure of NTPDase 2 as a template, however, the
mt-PCPH "tail", which is not conserved among NTPDase family members, was modeled
independently as described in the Methods section.
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Figure 23 - Molecular organization and tertiary structure of PCPH and mt-PCPH: (A) A
schematic of PCPH and mt-PCPH primary sequence organization. Dark grey bands denote ACRs
and yellow bands indicate the cysteines proposed to be involved in disulfide bonds. The teal and
green bars on PCPH mark structural domains I and II, respectively, as determined from tertiary
structure models. The red bar on mt-PCPH denotes homologous structural domain I. The purple
bar represents the 33 non-conserved amino acids of mt-PCPH. (B) Tertiary structural models
generated from NTPDase 2 crystal structure (PBD: C3J1), details described in the Material and
Methods section. The best model yielded a Molprobity score of 1.293 and a Rosetta score of 731.06. The model constructed for PCPH gave 1.6 Angstroms (root-mean-square deviation,
RMSD) compared to 3CJ1 structure. Structural domains, indicated by colors, are homologous to
those determined for the model template. Domain colors correspond to those described for panel
(A). Variable surface loops are shown in pink (hairpin loop and surface I loops) and gold-brown
(surface II loops). The termini are marked as primary sequence references and disulfide bonds
are shown in yellow. Blue arrows point to the catalytic clefts.
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The schematic in Figure 23A illustrates that the N-terminus is well conserved across the
NTPDase family as ACRs I-IV are concentrated at the N-terminus, and ACRV is further down
sequence. In fact, PCPH and mt-PCPH share N-terminal amino acid sequence up to amino acid
number 213, encompassing ACRs I-IV, after which PCPH encodes 256 amino acids and mtPCPH only 33 non-conserved amino acids (purple bar, lower panel, Fig. 23A). Consequently,
mt-PCPH lacks ACRV and four conserved cysteine residues proposed to be involved in
intraprotein disulfide bonds (yellow lines, Fig. 23A) (50). Also absent from the mt-PCPH protein
are all of the residues proposed to comprise the substrate binding pocket as well as one of the
residues coordinating the divalent metal cofactor (24). The structural models of PCPH and mtPCPH further illustrated the consequences of the differences in primary sequences (Fig. 23B).
Compared to the structure of PCPH, mt-PCPH is lacking nearly the entire second structural
domain (green bar), which comprises one of the lobes shaping the catalytic cleft (blue arrows).
Together these data illustrated that the sequence of PCPH absent from mt-PCPH, contains
several key amino acids and structural features involved in catalysis. These indications of an
altered or non-traditional catalytic cleft further supported the data presented above and
previously reported showing that mt-PCPH has altered enzymatic activity compared to PCPH
(19,39,61,62).
The data from Figures 18-22 and Figure 23 demonstrated that mt-PCPH had no detectable
NTPDase activity and the catalytic cleft of mt-PCPH lacked some conserved features. Given
these data, it seemed that nucleotide cleavage activity is not likely to be the mechanism by which
mt-PCPH confers the observed cellular phenotypes. In addition to catalysis, other known means
of protein action include transport, ligand binding, signal transduction, and protein-protein
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interactions. Given the evidence that residues protected by the second structural domain of PCPH
are exposed on mt-PCPH, I proposed that mt-PCPH might mediate its effect on the cell through
protein-protein binding.
Identification of PCPH and mt-PCPH binding partners
As an initial experiment to test this hypothesis, PCPH and mt-PCPH were
immunoprecipitated under non-denaturing conditions, resolved on SDS-polyacrylamide gels, and
proteins were visualized by silver staining. The relative mobilities of prominent bands were then
calculated from the images of stained gels. Only the reproducible bands exclusive to the
experimental samples (blue arrows, Fig. 24A) were excised and sequenced using liquid
chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC MS/MS). Output data from LC MS/MS
experiments were analyzed with ProteinPilot software that uses a combination of algorithms to
identify peptides and calculate confidence values for each peptide.
As confirmation of the pull-downs, regions of the gel where PCPH and mt-PCPH run were
excised and sequenced. As noted in the previous discussion of IP experiments, detection of
PCPH is often masked by the comigration of the antibody heavy chain (asterisk, left, Fig. 24A).
Accordingly, the band running at 55 kDa was sequenced and shown to contain both PCPH and
IgG. The mt-PCPH protein, visible as a band with the approximate mobility of 28 kDa (double
asterisk, right, Fig. 24A), was also positively identified by sequencing.
Sequence analysis of proteins that coimmunoprecipitated with PCPH identified them as
keratins, and were not further investigated. It was notable that the lanes containing mt-PCPH IP
samples reproducibly exhibited a greater number of polypeptide bands compared with lanes
corresponding to IPs of PCPH or vector-containing samples. Accordingly, the MS results from
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mt-PCPH samples identified multiple proteins with 95% or greater confidence for each band
analyzed. The results with the highest scores are presented in Figure 24B along with the percent
of protein sequence detected (coverage), the Gene Ontology (GO) function, molecular mass, and
the confidence score for each peptide as generated by the ProteinPilot program. The
identification of the adenine nucleotide translocase 2 (ANT2) as a potential mt-PCPH binding
partner became of the greatest interest, as ANT is known to be involved in mitochondrial
ATP/ADP exchange (139) as well as in the regulation of apoptosis potentially through the PTPC,
the protein complex responsible for a critical and irreversible step in the apoptotic cascade (188).
To confirm that the interaction with ANT2 was specific to mt-PCPH, portions of the gel
from both the vector and PCPH containing sample lanes equivalent to the observed position of
ANT2 were excised and sequenced. The MS analysis did not identify ANT2 in either case
suggesting ANT2 and PCPH do not interact.
The association of mt-PCPH and ANT2 was then confirmed by the reciprocal co-IP and
immunoblot analysis probing for ANT and then for myc-tagged proteins. ANT2 pulldown was
confirmed by IPs from lysates of vector, PCPH and mt-PCPH transfected cells. IPs performed
with antiserum against ANT2 revealed a band with the mobility of ANT2 (upper panel, lanes 57, Fig. 24C) that did not appear in control reactions performed without antibody or with antibody
and beads only (upper panel, lanes 8-11). Immunoblots stripped and probed for myc-tagged
proteins revealed a band with the same mobility as mt-PCPH (lower panel, lane 7). Regardless
of the presence of IgG heavy chain, PCPH is not apparent in the ANT IPs from PCPH containing
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Figure 24 - Identification of PCPH and mt-PCPH binding partners: (A) Representative gel of
silver staining of coimmunoprecipitating proteins from HCT116 cells stably transfected with
empty vector (pcDNA), PCPH, or mt-PCPH pulled-down under non-denaturing conditions with
an antibody against the myc-tag. IPs were repeated on three cell passages (n=3). Reproducible
bands not found in the control IPs (blue arrows) were sequenced using LC MS/MS. (B) Identities
of mt-PCPH coimmunoprecipitating proteins as determined by ProteinPilot analysis from LC
MS/MS data. Top scoring proteins identified in bands marked by blue arrows from mt-PCPH IPs
are listed in the table. Percent coverage indicates the percentage of the protein amino acid
sequence identified in the sample. The confidence levels are statistical values generated from LC
MS/MS data by the software. Protein functions were obtained from the Gene Ontology (GO)
database. (C) Western blots of IPs of ANT from HCT116 cells stably transfected with vector
(V), PCPH (P), or mt-PCPH (mt) under non-denaturing conditions (lanes 5-7). Blots were
probed for ANT (upper panel), stripped, and then probed for myc-tagged proteins (lower panel).
Reactions containing beads and lysates without antibody were run in parallel (lanes 8-10). Input
lanes 1-3 contain 20% of total protein used in IP reactions. Lane 4 is a lysate containing
endogenous and myc-tagged ANT2. A reaction containing antibody and beads but no protein
was also performed (anti-ANT2) (lane 11).
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lysates (lower panel, lane 6). These data are consistent in that they demonstrated an interaction
between ANT2 and mt-PCPH protein.
The effects of ANT inhibition by chemical treatment and shRNA expression or ANT
overexpression on ATP content and cell viability
Data from previous experiments demonstrated that the expression of mt-PCPH reduced
cellular ATP levels (Fig. 15) and conferred a protective effect (Fig. 12) and described an
interaction between ANT2 and mt-PCPH (Fig. 24). Taken together, its seemed possible that the
interaction of mt-PCPH with ANT2 interfered with ANT2 functions resulting in the observed
expression-induced phenotypes (i.e. ATP depletion and chemoresistance).
To confirm that interference with ANT2 function would result in ATP depletion and
increased cell survival in this system, cells were treated with a well-established chemical
inhibitor of ANT, bongkrekic acid (BA). BA is a cell-permeable (189,190) chemical reported to
bind the ANT dimer causing functional inhibition (191,192). HCT116 cells were incubated with
media containing vehicle or 200 M BA for 1.5 h and then analyzed for ATP content or treated
with oxaliplatin and then analyzed for cell viability as previously described.
HCT116 cells treated with BA exhibited an average 14% reduction in cellular ATP content
compared to vehicle treated cells (Fig. 25A). When exposed to oxaliplatin for 24 h, BA treated
cells were at least 50% more viable than vehicle treated cells at each concentration of oxaliplatin
tested (Fig. 25B). These data suggested that inhibition of ANT by BA treatment resulted in
increased cell survival and reduced ATP levels relative to untreated cells. As chemical inhibitors
can have off-target or secondary effects, they are often considered non-specific. So to confirm
the effects observed by chemical inhibition of ANT2, shRNA targeting ANT2 (shANT2) was
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Figure 25 -The effect of ANT2 inhibition on cellular ATP levels and cell viability: (A) ATP levels
of HCT116 cells treated with 200 M of BA for 1.5 h. ATP measurements were executed and
are presented as described for Figure 15. Assays were performed in duplicate on two cell
passages (n=2). (B) Cell survival of BA (light grey bars) and vehicle (dark grey) treated cells
after 24 h exposure to oxaliplatin. Cell viability assays were executed and are presented as
described for Figure 12.
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Figure 26 - The effect of shRNA mediated ANT2 downregulation on cellular ATP levels and cell
viability: (A) Western blot of HCT116 cells stably transfected with shRNA empty vector (pRS)
or shRNA against ANT2 (shANT). Clonal and pooled cell populations expressing shANT2 were
generated (lanes 1 and 2, respectively). pRS-containing cells represent a pooled population (lane
4) and were generated in parallel as a control. A lysate containing recombinant ANT2 was
included as a positive control for the anti-ANT antiserum (lane 3). Blots were probed for ANT,
stripped, and then probed for GAPDH, as the loading control. (B) ATP levels of pRS and
shANT2 stably transfected cells. ATP measurements were executed and are presented as
described for Figure 15. Assays were performed in duplicate on two cell passages (n=2). Oneway ANOVA yield p-values of 0.096 and 0.23 for clonal and pooled shANT2 values compared to
control, respectively. (C) Cell survival of pooled pRS and shANT2 stably transfected HCT116
after 24 and 48 h exposure to oxaliplatin. Cell survival assays were executed and are presented as
described for Figure 12. Assays were performed in triplicate on two cell passages (n=2). The
following p-values were generated for 10, 30 and 50 mM oxaliplatin treatments: 0.22, 0.55 and
0.69, respectively. The following p-values were generated for 1, 3 and 10 mM oxaliplatin
treatments: 0.09, 0.04 and 0.009, respectively. *p0.1 ** p0.05
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used to reduce ANT2 protein levels. The efficacy of commercially available vectors containing
shANT2 was assessed as described for shFAK vectors in Figure 9. Stable cell lines expressing
shANT2 were generated and analyzed for ANT2 protein knockdown, ATP content, and cell
viability in the presence of oxaliplatin.
ANT2 knockdown was confirmed by immunoblot analysis of lysates from exogenous
ANT2 expressing cells (lane 3, Fig. 26A), vector-transfected cells (lane 4), and shANT2transfected clonal and pooled cell population (lanes 1 and 2, respectively). ANT2 knockdown
averaged 90% and 78% for clonal and pooled samples, respectively, compared to vectortransfected cell lysates. Cellular ATP measurements revealed clonal and pooled populations of
ANT2 knocked-down cells had an average of 33% lower ATP levels compared to those in
vector-transfected cell (Fig. 26B). The average levels of cell viability of pooled ANT2 knockeddown cells was greater than those of vector-transfected cells at each concentration of oxaliplatin
and time point tested (Fig. 26C). ANT2 knocked-down cells were an average 30% and 80%
more resistant to oxaliplatin treatment after 24 h and 48 h, respectively, than vector-transfected
cells. These data together with the BA experiments demonstrated that inhibition of ANT2
resulted in reduced intracellular ATP levels and increased resistance to oxaliplatin. These data
further supported the possibility that the interaction detected between mt-PCPH and ANT may
be responsible for the changes in the ATP levels and chemoresistance of mt-PCPH expressing
cells. To further explore this idea, exogenous ANT2 was introduced into cells expressing mtPCPH with the idea that it might restore cellular ATP levels and sensitivity to oxaliplatin.
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Figure 27 - The effect of transient overexpression of ANT2 on cellular ATP levels and cell
viability: (A) Western blot of HCT116 cells stably transfected with empty vector (pcDNA) or mtPCPH 24 h after transient transfection with ANT2. The ANT2 expression vector backbone
(pCMV) was transiently transfected in parallel as a control. Blots were probed for the myc-tag,
stripped and then probed for GAPDH, as the loading control. (B) ATP levels of the samples
described in (A), 24 h after transfection. ATP measurements were executed and are presented as
described for Figure 15. Assays were performed in duplicate on two cell passages (n=2). (C) Cell
survival of samples described in (B), 24 h after exposure to oxaliplatin. Cell survival assays were
executed and are presented as described for Figure 12. Assays were performed in triplicate on
two cell passages (n=2).
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A myc-tagged ANT2 construct was transiently transfected into mt-PCPH expressing cells
and then the cells were analyzed for the presence of the ANT2 protein, ATP levels, and the
effects of oxaliplatin treatment, as before. Vector (pcDNA)-transfected cells were treated in
parallel as controls. ANT2 expression was detectable 24 h after transfection in both pcDNA and
mt-PCPH stably transfected cells at comparable levels (Fig. 27A). Cells expressing mt-PCPH in
which ANT2 was exogenously expressed exhibited ATP levels greater than pCMV vectortransfected cells (Fig. 27B). In fact, ATP levels were restored to the range of pcDNA vectortransfected cells, which represent the endogenous HCT116 ATP levels. It is of note that mtPCPH expressing cells transfected with the pCMV vector demonstrated unusually low ATP
levels, ~70% lower than the levels of the pcDNA+pCMV-transfected cells. In spite of the
degree of ATP reduction, these data followed the recognized trend of reduced ATP in cells
expressing mt-PCPH. ANT2 transiently transfected cells were also treated with oxaliplatin and
monitored for cell viability. Expression of exogenous ANT2 did not restore sensitivity to
oxaliplatin treatment to mt-PCPH expressing cells. The pCMV vector- and ANT2-transfected
mt-PCPH expressing cells demonstrated similar levels of cell viability, an average of 75 and
74% of untreated cells, respectively (Fig. 27C). Cells expressing mt-PCPH were more resistant
to oxaliplatin treatment independent of exogenously expressed ANT2 with an average increase
of 21 and 30% for the pCMV vector- and ANT2-transfected cells, respectively. These values are
similar to the increases in cell survival of mt-PCPH expressing cells illustrated in Figure 12.
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DISCUSSION
The oncogenic potential of PCPH and, particularly, mt-PCPH has been demonstrated in
several cell systems (19,36,38,61,62,93,100,101,193). Further, PCPH and mt-PCPH expression
correlated with the initiation stages of prevalent cancers such as breast and prostate (73,93),
illustrating the potential for PCPH and mt-PCPH as biomarkers for diagnosis and tumor
progression. The literature suggests that PCPH/mt-PCPH mRNA expression levels change in
colon tissue with the onset of CRC (162-165). However, the data in these studies do not
distinguish between PCPH and mt-PCPH and do not provide a detailed account of their
expression in colon disease. Interestingly, mt-PCPH and, to a lesser extent, PCPH expression
have been reported to result in reduced ATP levels, resistance to stress, and increased invasive
propensity, but the induction of these phenotypes appeared to be mediated by different signaling
pathways depending on the cellular contexts (19,36,38,61,62,93,101,162-164,193). The aim of
this study was two-fold; first, to describe the expression of PCPH and mt-PCPH in the context of
CRC and, second, to identify the mechanisms responsible for the expression-induced
phenotypes, in particular increased invasiveness, reduced ATP, and chemoresistance.
Results from this study demonstrated a putative role for mt-PCPH in CRC invasion using
solid tumors and cell culture models. Results showed the increased invasiveness upon expression
of mt-PCPH was mediated by elevated FAK (Fig. 28), whose levels were likely elevated through
protein-interaction induced FAK stabilization. Results also demonstrated that though PCPH has
enzyme activity and shares a significant portion of conserved amino acid sequence with mt-
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Figure 28 – Schematic summary of results: The connection between mt-PCPH expression
increased cell invasiveness, decreased ATP levels, and an increased resistance to stress has been
demonstrated in multiple cell models, now including colon carcinoma cell models. Expression of
mt-PCPH also resulted in increased FAK protein levels, inhibition of which reduced cell
invasiveness. Chemoresistance induced by mt-PCPH expression was reversed when cells were
treated ATP-encapsulated liposomes. An interaction between ANT2 and mt-PCPH was detected
and suggested to be the source of ATP depletion and stress resistance. Accordingly, inhibition of
functional ANT2 by chemical inhibitor and ANT2-targeted shRNA also resulted in depleted
ATP levels and chemoresistance, however, overexpression of ANT2 restored ATP levels but not
chemosensitivity.
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PCPH, mt-PCPH is an enzymatically inactive polypeptide, which possibly confers its effects on
cellular ATP levels and cell viability through an interaction with ANT2 (Fig. 28).
The IHC from Figure 3 is the first description of PCPH/mt-PCPH protein expression in
colon tumor sections as previous studies were limited to microarray-based RNA expression data
(162-165). The results from the IHC studies in colon tissue and the previously published
microarray data both described PCPH/mt-PCPH expression in normal and malignant tissue.
Once more, these data are limited as both the IHC and microarray studies mentioned do not
distinguish between PCPH and mt-PCPH. The expression of both proteins in CRC was more
thoroughly demonstrated by WB analysis of colon carcinoma cell lines (Fig. 4). These data were
in agreement with a previously published study of CRC cell lines showing PCPH and mt-PCPH
expression to some degree in all of the cell lines tested (72).
Further analysis of PCPH/mt-PCPH-expressing colon tumors revealed a correlation
between PCPH/mt-PCPH expression and the transition between stage I and II CRC (Fig. 3B,C).
These stages are distinct in that they represent primary tumors invading to varying degrees in the
pre-metastatic early stages of colon cancer. Stage I T2, the stage coincident with peak intensity
of PCPH/mt-PCPH immunoreactivity, represents primary tumors invading through the thick
muscle of the colon wall, the muscularis propria (Fig. 2), suggesting a connection between
PCPH/mt-PCPH expression and invasion. This relationship with invasion was supported by
expression of mt-PCPH in HCT116 and HCT15 colon carcinoma cell lines, which stimulated
invasion (Fig. 5). An increase in invasion was also reported from prostate cells expressing PCPH
or mt-PCPH and the inverse when PCPH and mt-PCPH were knocked down (93). These results
together with mRNA data could be an indication of independent phases of PCPH or mt-PCPH
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expression in CRC. First, PCPH, which predominates in normal colon tissue, is gradually lost
concomitantly with the onset of CRC. Then the expression of mt-PCPH is transiently activated
as the tumor cells gain the ability to invade and then lost as cells progress to a metastatic state.
As changes in morphology (Fig. 6 and (93,193)), invasion (Fig. 5 and (93)), and stress
resistance (Fig. 12 and (19,38,61,62,101,193,194)) are common to PCPH or mt-PCPH
expressing cells, it became important to examine the signaling pathways involved in HCT116
cells that were already established in other systems for the appearance of these phenotypes. One
study indicated that the changes in cell morphology and invasiveness triggered by the presence
or absence of PCPH or mt-PCPH were mediated by a pathway including collagen I and
PKC(93). Though mt-PCPH expressing HCT116 cells presented altered morphology, the
presence of extracellular collagen I had no effect on cell morphology, and the PKC levels were
not altered from PCPH or mt-PCPH overexpression (Fig. 6). As changes in cell morphology and
invasiveness are characteristic of EMT (111,117), hallmark EMT signaling was also examined.
These studies demonstrated that E-cadherin and -catenin expression or localization were not
altered by PCPH or mt-PCPH expression in HCT116 cells (Fig. 7), suggesting that canonical
EMT signaling pathways were not altered in these cells. Still there are numerous reports of
partial EMT and invasive or metastatic tumors with epithelial characteristics confirming
alternative routes to an invasive phenotype (117). It was also reported that PKC stabilization of
Bcl-2 (101) or antagonized mTOR (19) signaling pathways were means of PCPH- or mt-PCPHinduced protection. However, data from Figure 14 suggested these pathways were not activated
in HCT116 cells transfected with PCPH or mt-PCPH.
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The accumulation of reports describing elevated FAK in invasive CRC (118-121)
prompted an evaluation of FAK in PCPH or mt-PCPH expressing HCT116 and HCT15 cells.
Results showed that not only were elevated levels of total and activated FAK detected in these
cells but also the FAK levels were proportional to the degree of cell invasiveness (Fig. 5 and 8),
and invasiveness was lost when FAK was down-regulated (Fig. 9). Although increased cell
invasion as a consequence mt-PCPH expression has been reported in PC-3 cells (93), the
suggestion of FAK involvement is novel. The relationship between FAK and invasion seems to
be straightforward based on the data from this study but is not a general one as FAK
knockdown has been reported to increase (195) or decrease cell invasiveness (196,197)
depending on the cell context.
The alteration of FAK levels was observed at the protein level through a mechanism
involving FAK-protein complex mediated stabilization (Fig. 10 and 11). As the half-life of FAK
was extended in mt-PCPH expressing cells and crosslinking experiments showed a greater
portion of FAK in protein complexes in these cells, it seemed possible that FAK was stabilized
and protected by its inclusion in protein complexes and as a result the steady-state levels of
FAK increased in the presence of mt-PCPH. The importance of FAK-protein complex
formation for FAK protein stabilization (174,198) as well as FA disassembly and turnover
(129,131,132,135,136)

and

hence

motility

(127,129,130,133,134,170,171)

has

been

demonstrated in the literature and supports the possibility of FAK-protein complex mediated
increased invasion (Fig. 5 and 8-11). Interestingly, one mode of FAK-protein complex-induced
FAK stabilization was reported to involve depleted cellular ATP levels (174). This opens the
possibility of a link between the observed elevated FAK levels and the ATP depletion
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potentially brought about by the mt-PCPH/ANT2 interaction. It may be that the interaction
between mt-PCPH and ANT2 inhibits the cytosolic ATP concentration regulation functions of
ANT2 and as a result ATP levels are decreased. This decreased ATP may affect the affinity of
FAK-protein complex interactions and consequently FAK is stabilized and contributes to cell
invasion.
FAK is also known to play a role in cell survival (121). The generation of stable FAK
knocked-down cells to study its contribution to the survival function of mt-PCPH to stress was
unsuccessful, perhaps in part from the elimination of the survival functions of FAK. Therefore
cells in which FAK was transiently down-regulated were used for FAK studies. As the half-life
of FAK is greater than 36 h, FAK appears to be stabilized in mt-PCPH expressing cells, and the
FAK knockdown was incomplete it seemed possible that the transient knockdown of FAK may
be insufficient to observe any involvement of FAK in mt-PCPH-induced chemoresistance.
However, it is also possible that FAK was not involved in PCPH or mt-PCPH induced
chemoresistance in HCT116 cells.
Analysis of the primary sequences and tertiary structures illustrated substantial differences
in the catalytic clefts of mt-PCPH compared to PCPH (Fig. 23). Conserved NTPDase family
features such as the ACRV, the substrate binding pocket, and the second structural domain are
amid the sequences absent from mt-PCPH. The catalytic cleft of the NTPDases is well
conserved as it is shared across the NTPDase family and is similar to other nucleotide binding
protein family active sites. To date, the majority of structural models of the NTPDases active
sites were based on the crystal structures of exopolyphosphate/guanosine pentaphosphate
phosphohydrolase (PPX/GPPA) and actin/heat shock protein/sugar kinase superfamily proteins
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(23,24,74,75). When the first crystal structure of a NTPDase family member was resolved, it
superimposed well with the PPX/GPPA crystal structure (RMSD ~3.3 A) (24). The significance
of the conserved features absent from mt-PCPH are further illustrated by examples of
inactivating point mutations from residues within the sequence absent from mt-PCPH. One
study showed that mutation of either a disulfide-bonded cysteine or a conserved glycosylated
asparagine destroyed NTPDase 2 enzyme activity (199). The crystal structure of NTPDase 2
(24) demonstrated the importance of the tryptophan in ACRV as it is one of the amino acids
coordinating the divalent metal cofactor necessary for activity (50). Analysis of NTPDase and
mt-PCPH structural data indicated that mt-PCPH has a non-traditional partial catalytic cleft and
strongly suggests mt-PCPH is an inactive or non-traditional NTPDase.
With few exceptions, nearly all the molecular and cellular data from PCPH or mt-PCPH
expression have shown that the effects described were shared by both proteins but were
substantially more pronounced in the cases of mt-PCPH expression. For example, expression of
PCPH or mt-PCPH in HCT116 cells increased invasion (Fig. 5) but the extent of invasion with
mt-PCPH expression was significantly greater (2.8-fold vs 11-fold, respectively). Along the
same lines, one gene copy of mt-PCPH could transform Syrian hamster fibroblasts, but high
levels of overexpression were required for PCPH-induced transformation (unpublished data).
As enzyme activity is an intrinsic property of the NTPDase family, it has been considered the
source of these phenotypes shared by PCPH and mt-PCPH. However, data from Figures 18-22
revealed that mt-PCPH does not possess NTPDase activity. These results were surprising given
that NDPase activity was previously detected (38,42,43,51,52,61,62,82) in several systems
including when mt-PCPH was expressed in Syrian hamster and mouse fibroblasts, when it was
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transcribed and translated in cell-free lysates in vitro, and when expressed as a bacterial
recombinant protein (61). Discrepancies in data could be a consequence of the differences in the
sensitivity of the assays or the expression system used. The enzyme activity presented here is
that of proteins expressed in a human cell line from which activity has not been reported. As
indicated from the IP data in Figure 24, mt-PCPH expression in this system yields multiple mtPCPH-protein interactions, which may affect enzyme activity. Although detergents are present
in the enzyme preparations and the activity assay reaction solution, the use of a high salt
concentration (500 mM NaCl) in the IP wash buffer suggests the interactions detected between
the proteins in Figure 24 and mt-PCPH are robust. The reciprocal effect of the protein binding
described in Figure 24, may be an inhibitory effect on mt-PCPH NTPDase activity. As a
significant portion of the second lobular domain is missing from mt-PCPH, reactive residues on
the surface of structural domain I that participate in substrate binding, cofactor coordination,
and hydrolysis in the active site of PCPH may be exposed on the structural domain I of mtPCPH resulting in a potential protein-binding domain (Fig. 23). This is an attractive explanation
for the apparent differential binding of proteins to mt-PCPH but not to PCPH and potentially the
absence of detectable activity from mt-PCPH.
Another possibility to explain the discrepancies in data are the differences in expression
system, specifically, PTMs have been shown to vary among expression systems. In wheat germ
and rabbit reticulocyte in vitro transcription and translation assays, PTMs (i.e. glycosylation)
were demonstrated to occur only in the presence of canine microsomal membranes (200,201).
In vitro transcription and translation assays from which PCPH and mt-PCPH GDPase activity
was measured did not include microsomal membranes (61) and consequently, assayed proteins
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were likely void of glycosylated amino acids. This omission is significant as NTPDase family
members were shown to have a variety of PTMs (palmitoylated, acylated, phosphorylated)
including glycosylation (22). In fact, glycosylation sites are conserved across the NTPDase
family (40,45,58) and accordingly, glycosylation of PCPH has been demonstrated (42,43,51).
However, NTPDase assays of PNGase F treated insect cell-, tunicamycin treated COS-7-, and
bacterially-expressed PCPH revealed glycosylation was not necessary for in vitro enzyme
activity (51,52). On the other hand, glycosylation did affect multimer formation and protein
solubility (51,52), suggesting the absence of glycosylation or other PTMs in these assays may
have had some effect on native protein processing and hence GDPase activity. Another
consideration towards the variance in activity data is the possibility of differentially processed
proteins in different cells types as PCPH and mt-PCPH have shown differential expression in
different tissues, cell types, and species (69-71,73,83,92).
As previously mentioned, cells expressing mt-PCPH consistently exhibited lowered ATP
levels compared to controls (Fig. 15 and (62)). It was previously thought that the observed
decrease in ATP was due to the cleavage of ATP by mt-PCPH, but this hypothesis had to be
reconsidered because mt-PCPH was shown to be enzymatically inactive, as discussed above.
Interestingly, one of the proteins that coimmunoprecipitated with mt-PCPH was ANT2, a
protein known to perform the exchange of cytosolic ADP with mitochondrial ATP (137,138)
and more recently identified as a component of the ATP synthesome (154,159). Accordingly,
cells treated with an inhibitor of ANT2 (Fig. 25A) or shANT2 (Fig. 26B) exhibited lower ATP
levels compared to controls. These data agree with previous reports of decreased ATP in ANT2
knocked-down (154-156) or BA treated cells (202). ANT2 inhibition mirrored the effect of mt100

PCPH overexpression on cellular ATP levels, supporting the idea that the interaction between
mt-PCPH and ANT2 could inhibit ANT2 function resulting in lowered ATP levels. Further
supporting this idea, the exogenous expression of ANT2 in mt-PCPH expressing cells restored
ATP levels to those of control cells.
Another known function of ANT is a component of the PTPC, the protein complex
responsible for the early and irreversible permeabilization of the mitochondria during apoptosis
(146). ANT expression is not required for PTPC function (146,147) but is thought to act as a
regulatory component potentially through interactions with the Bax/Bcl-2 family proteins
(139,142,143,145,203). Interestingly, it seems the ANT isoforms function differently in
deciding cell fate, dividing the family into pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins (139). ANT1 and 3
are suggested to function as pro-apoptotic proteins and ANT2 and ANT4 are described as antiapoptotic, however, a closer examination of ANT2 cell fate studies suggested these
classifications might be less definite. For example, one paper claiming chemosensitization of
ANT2 knocked-down cells showed sensitization for only one treatment, a chemical previously
described as a potential ANT-dependent inducer of apoptosis (204), out of five known apoptosis
inducers, suggesting a specific response of ANT2 knocked-down cells to this treatment rather
than general sensitization of ANT2 knocked-down cells (154). In another paper, the authors
cited ANT2 overexpression as evidence of the anti-apoptotic function of ANT2, however, these
data are not actually shown anywhere in the paper (157). In two other reports (151) (150)
examining ANT isoforms, the authors demonstrated that ANT2 overexpression did not have a
pro-apoptotic effect on cells, but they did not show any direct experimental evidence
demonstrating an anti-apoptotic function for ANT2. Other reports of ANT2 down-regulation
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sensitizing cells to apoptosis demonstrated ATP-depletion triggered changes in gene expression
as the underlying mechanism (155,156). As all ANT isoforms function to exchange ADP and
ATP and ANT2 is not the only ANT isoform for which knockdown-induced ATP depletion has
been demonstrated (153,154), it seems possible that this mechanism could apply to any ANT
isoform whose knockdown demonstrated depleted ATP levels.
Seemingly in contrast to the ANT2 anti-apoptotic brand, results from this study
demonstrated that ANT2 knocked-down cells were more resistant to oxaliplatin treatment than
controls (Fig. 26C) as were cells in which ANT2 was inhibited by BA treatment (Fig. 25B).
However, exogenous expression of ANT2 neither sensitized nor desensitized control or mtPCPH-expressing HCT116 cells to oxaliplatin treatment (Fig. 27C). The chemoresistance
observed from mt-PCPH-expressing cells was similar in the presence or absence of exogenous
ANT2 and was on the same scale as the chemoresistance observed in earlier experiments
without ANT2 (Fig. 12A), suggesting ANT2 overexpression has no effect on cell viability in
this system.
A possible explanation for this apparent inconsistency is that the chemoresistance described
in mt-PCPH-expressing colon carcinoma cells may be mediated entirely or in part through a
means other than the interaction with ANT2. It is also possible that the transient transfection of
ANT2 is insufficient to overcome the effect of the stable mt-PCPH expression on
chemoresistance. Finally, the analysis may be masked because manipulations of the ANT2
protein may be compensated for by other ANT isoforms. Isoform compensation seems possible
as the chromosomal location of ANT isoform genes and the apparent redundancy of "cell fate
status" suggest gene duplication and functional redundancy among ANT isoforms. However,
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reports from knockdown studies have shown no evidence of isoform compensation
(150,154,156).
Regardless of the isoform involved, ANTs 1-4 each demonstrated an effect on the fate of
the cell. A direct interaction between ANT and pro-/anti-apoptotic members of the Bax/Bcl-2
family has been demonstrated in several model systems (142,145,205-208). It follows that the
observed sensitization to or protection from apoptosis by ANT2 alterations may occur through
ANT regulation of PTPC activity. Interestingly, the stress resistance/survival function of mtPCPH was shown to be mediated by Bcl-2 in at least two cells systems (93). This describes
another potential link between the mt-PCPH/ANT2 interaction and mt-PCPH-induced stress
resistance/survival function. However, it seems from the experimental data and number of
proteins involved that much remains to be learned about the intricacies of these protein
interactions and the relationship to mitochondrial-directed apoptosis.
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Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives

PCPH and mt-PCPH have demonstrated oncogenicity in many different cell systems.
Interestingly, expression-induced phenotypes seem to be shared regardless of the cell system
but studies have shown that the signaling pathways responsible vary depending on cell context.
As PCPH and mt-PCPH share a substantial portion of amino acid sequence, it seemed likely
that amino acid sequence via NTPDase enzyme activity would be the source of these similar
phenotypes. However, the results of this study demonstrated that mt-PCPH is not an active
NTPDase but may transmit its effects on the cell through an interaction with ANT2. This
interaction may interfere with ANT2 functions such as cytosolic ATP delivery. As ATP is a
crucial small molecule for many cellular processes, changes in ATP concentrations could have
widespread effects on cells. Given the data here, the interaction between mt-PCPH and ANT2
may be responsible for the increased FAK levels, increased invasiveness, decreased ATP levels,
and chemoresistance detected in HCT116 and HCT15 colon carcinoma cells.
This interaction is novel and could potentially be a source of the common PCPH and mtPCPH expression-induced phenotypes. Therefore, investigation of this interaction may be key
to a better understanding of PCPH and mt-PCPH endogenous functions as well as oncogenicity.
Future efforts toward this understanding should include investigation of an mt-PCPH/ANT2
interaction in other cell systems endogenously or exogenously expressing PCPH or mt-PCPH.
Also, identification of the interacting domains on ANT2 and mt-PCPH would aid in designing a
means to block this interaction, which could potentially provide another piece of strong support
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toward the hypothesis that this interaction is the source of mt-PCPH expression-induced
phenotypes.
Other results from this study revealed PCPH/mt-PCPH expression in colon tumors and
implicated mt-PCPH in colon tumor invasion. As discussed in the previous section, these data
together with published studies of colon mRNA levels may be an indication of independent
phases of PCPH and mt-PCPH expression where PCPH expression is lost during the onset of
CRC and mt-PCPH expression is transiently expressed in primary colon tumors possibly
inducing invasion. According to this model, PCPH or mt-PCPH, could be used as a biomarker
for CRC progression. Detection of the loss of PCPH expression may be an early marker of
CRC, whereas the presence of mt-PCPH may help determine the stage of cancer. For these
purposes, a two-phase expression model would need to be more carefully confirmed by either
sequencing analysis of PCPH/mt-PCPH loci or western analysis in a large number of colon
tumors.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents and equipment
RPMI cell culture media, antibiotics, and general cell culture reagents were purchased
from MediaTech Inc. (Manassas, VA). Magnetic beads used for IP (Protein G Dynabeads), TrisGlycine SDS-polyacrylamide gels, Optimem® transfection media, Geneticin® (G418), and
Lipofectamine™ 2000 transfection reagent were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).
TrueBlot reagents were purchased from eBiosciences (San Diego, CA). The myc-peptide was
purchased from AnaSpec Inc. (San Jose, CA). Bicinchoninic acid (BCA) assay reagents for
quantification, enhanced chemiluminescent substrate, and silver staining materials were from
Pierce ThermoFisher (Rockford, IL). Oxaliplatin, 5FU, BA, nucleotides, and other general
chemicals were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Mass spectrometry experiments were
performed using QSTAR Elite Hybrid LC MS/MS system (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA)
and analyzed on Protein Pilot software (209) with the help of the Lombardi Proteomics and
Metabolomics Shared Resource.
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Antibodies
The following antibodies were used in the study:
DILUTIONS
Antigen

IF

IHC

WB

IP

4EBP-1
phos4EBP-1
T37/46

x

x

1:2,000

x

Manufacturer,
Cat. #
CS9452

x

x

1:1,000

x

CS9459S

-tubulin

x

x

1:10,000

x

Calbiochem CP06100 UG

ANT

x

x

X

10 l/500
g protein

Abnova 2532

ANT antiserum

x

x

1:1,500

x

Bcl-2
-catenin
cyclin D1
E-cadherin
ENTPD5
FAK
phosFAK Y397
GAPDH
mTOR
phosmTOR
S2448

x
1:50
x
1:50
1:140
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

1:500
1:7,000
1:1,000
1:10,000
1:1,500
1:1,000
1:1,000
1:20,000
1:1,000

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Gift from Dr. C.
Brenner, (210)
CS2872
BD610153
CS2926
BD610181
Atlas HPA002927
BP610088
BD611722
CS3683
CS2972

x

x

1:500

x

CS2971S

myc-tag

1:1000

x

1:10,000

1 l/500 g
protein

CS2276

x

1:4000

1:4,000

x

x

x

1:1,000

x

x

x

1:1,000

x

x

x

1:1,000

x

PCPH
antiserum
PKC
phosPKC
T638
PKC

generated by Dr. V.
Notario
BD610107
Epitomics
1195-1
CS9374

IF = immunofluorescence, IHC = immunohistochemistry, WB = western blot, IP =
immunoprecipitation.
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Calbiochem, Darmstadt, Germany; Abnova, Taipei City, Taiwan; Atlas, Stockholm, Sweden;
Epitomics, Burlingame, CA; CS (Cell Signaling, Beverly, MA); BD (BD Transduction
Laboratories, San Jose, CA)
Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated anti-mouse and anti-rabbit from CS were diluted in
proportion to the primary antibody. Fluorophore-conjugated anti-mouse and anti-rabbit
secondary antibodies were from Invitrogen (diluted 1:1000), while TrueBlot® mouse and rabbit
secondary antibodies were from eBiosciences (diluted 1:1000).

Cell culture and transfection
Cell culture
HCT116 and PC-3 cells were obtained from ATCC (Manassas, VA), and all experiments
were preformed on cells 7-12 passages beyond the passage received. HCT15 cells were obtained
from the Lombardi Tissue Culture Shared Resource, and experiments were performed between
passages 4-10 beyond the passage received. Cells were maintained in 1640 RPMI medium
(MediaTech, Inc.) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT), 100 g/mL
Streptomycin and 100 I.U. Penicillin at 37°C, 5% CO2, and 85% humidity.
Transfection and generation of stable cell lines
Hamster PCPH (AF0480569) and mt-PCPH (AF0480568) ORFs were cloned into
pcDNA3.1(+)-myc-HisB vectors for mammalian expression as previously described (61). Cells
growing exponentially were transfected with 4 g of plasmid using Lipofectamine™ 2000
(diluted in Optimem®) according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Stable cells lines were
generated through selection with G418 (Geneticin®) 2 mg/ml for 14 days following which the
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cells were maintained in 0.7 mg/ml of G418. Cells stably expressing shRNA against ANT
(Origene, Rockville, MD) were transfected as described previously using 1 g of plasmid,
selected for in 1 g/ml of puromycin for 14 days and maintained in 0.4 g/ml of puromycin.
Four g of ANT2 (Origene) were used for transient transfections and cells were grown for 24 h
before being collected for experiments.
ECM experiments
For ECM experiments, 8x105 cells were plated on 6-well dishes which were coated with
collagen I (BD BioCoat™ Cellware) or untreated. Following 24 h of growth, images of cells
were collected with an Olympus CK2 phase contrast microscope.
Chemical treatments
Cells (3x104) were plated in 6-well dishes and 24 h later the medium was replaced with
cycloheximide or vehicle-containing medium (25 g/ml). Cycloheximide was replenished every
24 h for the duration of the experiment. All cells were plated then allowed to adhere for 24 h
before the media was replaced with vehicle or chemical containing media. Cells were treated
with 25 M 5FU for 24 hours Cells were treated with 10, 30, and 50 M oxaliplatin for 24 h
incubations and 1, 3, and 10 M oxaliplatin for 48 h incubations. Cells in BA experiments were
treated with the vehicle or BA 200 M in complete medium for 1.5 h.
ATP replenishment
Liposomes

were

comprised

of

phosphatidylcholine,

cholesterol

and

dipalmitoylphosphatidylglycerol in molar ratios of 9:4:0.1, adding up to a total lipid
concentration of 24.6 mg/mL. Liposome cytotoxicity was assessed by the addition of increasing
volumes of empty liposomes (0.1-50% of cell culture medium volume) and cell viability was
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measured using a luciferin/luciferase-based assay at 12, 24, and 48 h intervals compared to
untreated cells. Liposome cargo delivery efficiency was also considered in a similar experiment
where increasing volumes of 5(6)-carboxyfluorescein encapsulated liposomes were added to
cells and delivery was assessed by fluorescent microscopy at 12, 24, and 48 h intervals.
Liposomes containing ATP were assayed for ATP content before each use. For ATP
replenishment experiments, dividing cells were counted and plated at the following densities:
1.75x105 cells per well of 12-well dishes for ATP analysis, 1x104 cells per well of 96-well dishes
for cell viability assays, and 6x105 cells per well of 6-well dishes for invasion assays. Following
24 h of growth, plating media was replaced with complete medium containing 0.5% ATPencapsulated or empty liposomes (Encapsula NanoSciences, Nashville, TN). As a pilot
experiment cells were treated with empty or ATP-encapsulated liposomes for 2, 4, 6, or 18 h and
then ATP levels were monitored for up to 48 h. For ATP replenishment experiments, vector,
PCPH, or mt-PCPH transfected cells were incubated with liposomes for 8 h under standard cell
culture conditions. After incubation, cells were washed thoroughly with PBS, detached from
dishes and collected for ATP analysis or invasion. For cell viability assays, liposome containing
medium was removed, cells were washed with PBS and then cells were incubated with vehicle or
oxaliplatin containing medium for 24 h before being processed for cell viability as previously
described. Cells treated in 6-well dishes were diluted 10-fold in serum-free medium and then
used for 24 h invasion assays, executed as described under Invasion Assays.
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Cell lysis, protein determination, and western analysis
Cell lysis
Cells were lysed in modified RIPA buffer (composition in Appendix A) for IP and
nucleotidase assays, RIPA (composition in Appendix A) for WB analysis and whole cell
nucleotidase assays, and non-denaturing lysis buffer (composition in Appendix A) for coIP
experiments.

Protein

concentration

was

estimated

using

the

BCA

assay

system

(Pierce/ThermoFisher) (211).
Western analysis
Protein samples were electrophoresed on either a 4-20% gradient or 10% Tris-Glycine
SDS-polyacrylamide gels (Invitrogen) and then transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride
membranes. Transfer was performed at 25V for 2 h at room temperature (RT) or 10V overnight
at 4°C for crosslinking experiments. Non-specific binding was blocked by incubation with a
solution of 5% skim milk in phosphate buffered saline with 0.1% Tween-20 (PBS-T) at RT; then
incubated with primary antibody and, following washes with PBS-T, were incubated with HRPconjugated secondary antibodies in blocking solution. Blots probed for ANT were blocked
overnight in a solution of 5% skim milk and 200 mM NaCl in PBS-T and washed in the same
high salt solution without milk. ANT antiserum was diluted in the high salt blocking solution and
incubated for 2 h. Stripping was performed at RT in stripping buffer (composition in Appendix
A) followed by blocking and antibody incubation as necessary. Signal was detected by
incubation of membranes with chemiluminescent substrate and then exposed to autoradiography
film and developed.
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Immunohistochemistry
Paraffin embedded colon tumor sections were obtained from the Lombardi
Histopathology & Tissue Shared Resource. Colon tissue microarrays (TMA) were purchased
from Biomax US, Inc. (Rockville, MD). First, sections were subjected to 65°C heat to melt the
paraffin, then deparaffinized by three 10 min washes in xylene, followed by hydration by two 10
min washes in a series of ethanol solutions with decreasing concentration (ranging from 10070% ethanol). Antigen unmasking was performed in heated Target Retrieval Solution (a
modified pH 6 citrate buffer from DAKO, Carpinteria, CA) for 30 min, after which samples were
treated for 7 min at room temperature with peroxidase block (DAKO EnVision+ HRP IHC
staining kit). Sections were then blocked for 30 min in 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)-PBS
containing 20% normal goat serum (NGS) for 30 min at RT and then incubated overnight at 4°C
with the primary antibody diluted in blocking solution. The next day sections were washed in
PBS and then incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody at RT in a moist chamber for
30 min. Colorometric reactions to visualize antigen-antibody reaction were performed using 3,3diaminobenzidine and were visually monitored during color development. The reaction and time
of development were controlled using prostate tissue and were kept constant for subsequent
reactions. Slides were counterstained for nuclei with hematoxylin (Vector Laboratories, Inc.,
Burlingame, CA). Finally, sections were dehydrated by washing 2 times 10 min each in a series
of solutions with increasing ethanol concentrations (ranging from 70-100% ethanol), followed by
three 10 min washes in xylene and mounted. Sections were scored by intensity of staining on a
scale of 1-3, 1 being weak intensity and 3 being highly intense. Blind scoring for colon sections
was performed by myself and Dr. Wenping Li from the Department of Pathology of the
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Georgetown University Medical Center, while TMAs were scored by Dr. Bhaskar Kallakury
from the same Department. Images were taken using the Olympus AH2 Vanox Bright Field
Microscope System a part of the Lombardi Microscopy and Imaging Shared Resource.
Invasion assays
BD BioCoat Matrigel Invasion Chambers (8.0 micron membrane pore size) (BD
Biosciences Discovery Labware) were used for invasion assays, as recommended by the
manufacturer. Matrigel was thawed at RT for 30 min and then rehydrated in serum free
medium for 2 h at 37C in the cell culture incubators. Cells (3x104) were diluted in serum free
medium and transferred into the upper chamber. Chambers were then placed into wells of a 12well plate containing complete medium and incubated under standard cell culture conditions for
44 h and 24 h for ATP replenishment experiments. At the end of invasion, non-invading cells
and Matrigel were removed from the upper chamber with a cotton swab. Chambers were
rinsed in PBS and then placed in methanol for 5 min to fix cells on the underside of the
membrane. Finally, fixed cells were stained for 1 h in 1% crystal violet (Sigma-Aldrich)
dissolved in ethanol. Following staining, the membranes were rinsed, air-dried, removed from
the housing and mounted on glass slides in immersion oil. Images were taken on an Olympus
CK2 phase contrast microscope.
RNA isolation, reverse-transcription, and RT qPCR
Total RNA was isolated from ~5x106 dividing cells using the Qiagen RNeasy RNA
isolation kit including a DNase digestion step (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). RNA was quantitated
using NanoDrop ND-1000 (ThermoFisher Willington, DE) a part of the Lombardi Genomics &
Epigenomics Shared Resource, and cDNA were generated from 3 g of total RNA starting
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material using SuperScript III and 20mer oligo(dT) (Invitrogen). Gene arrays were performed
using the GeneChip HG-U133 Plus 2.0 (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) and 1-3 l of cDNA per
chip for hybridization. RT qPCR reactions were performed on 10 ng of cDNA reaction using
Taqman Gene Expression system (PTK2/FAK - Hs00178587_m1 and PP1A/cyclophilin A Hs04194521_s1) (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA). Briefly, steady-state levels of FAK
transcripts were measured using a pair sequence-specific PCR primers and a third sequencespecific peptide labeled with both a fluorophore and a quencher molecule. As extension of the
sequence-specific primers proceeds the probe is hydrolyzed by the 5’ exonuclease activity of Taq
polymerase and relieves quenching of the fluorophore. In excess of probe and primers, the
increase in fluorescence is proportional to the presence of the amplicon.
Quantitative steady-state levels of FAK mRNA were calculated using the comparative
threshold cycle (Ct) method (173). This method compares the Ct values of the experimental
samples to untreated or control samples after each is normalized to an internal control. For this
calculation to be valid, the efficiencies of PCR for the gene of interest and the gene chosen for
normalization must be comparable. Efficiencies were determined by first running PCR reactions
for a range of cDNA dilutions, encompassing 5-log concentrations, with the probe and primers
for each the gene of interest and the internal control in parallel. Second, the efficiencies of the
reactions were determined by a comparison of the slopes from a plot of the Ct versus the quantity
of cDNA where parallel slopes indicate similar efficiency. Once a valid reference gene was
established, FAK mRNA levels relative to control were calculated using the following equations:
(1) –CT = - (CT,q – CT,cb)
(2) amount of target = 2–

CT
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where CT is equal to the difference in threshold cycles for the target and endogenous
reference gene, q is any sample and cb is the calibrator, in this case vector transfected cells (173).
Site-directed mutagenesis
Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the pcDNA3.1 vectors containing the
ORFs of PCPH or mt-PCPH described above and the QuickChange II Mutagenesis kit
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA). The W177A apyrase mutant was generated using the following
primer pair: 5' GGA TGG GTC CTA TGC AGG CAT ATT AGC TGG GG 3' (forward) and 5'
CCC AAG CTA ATA TGC CTG CAT AGG ACC CAT CC 3' (reverse). The G201A apyrase
mutant was generated using the following primer pair: 5' GAC CCT TGA CCT GGG CGG TGC
CTC CAC 3' (forward) and 5' GTG GAG GCA CCG CCC AGG TCA AGG GTC 3' (reverse).
For the double mutants, mutations were done sequentially, first the W177A mutation followed
by the G201A mutation and mutations were confirmed using the Sanger method of DNA
sequencing.
Immunofluorescence
Cells (5-6x105) were grown on sterilized glass coverslips in 12-well dishes. Fisherbrand
round coverslips (Fisher, cat. # 12-545-100) were used for confocal microscopy for their optimal
thickness and refractive index. After 24 h, coverslips were washed in Dulbecco's PBS (DPBS)
and then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. Cells were permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100 and
blocked in 10-20% NGS. Primary antibodies were diluted in blocking solution and incubated
overnight at 4C. The following day, coverslips were washed in DPBS and incubated with the
appropriate fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody diluted in blocking solution at 37C for
30 min. Coverslips were incubated briefly with DAPI diluted in blocking solution and in some
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cases rhodamine-phalloidin (1:350, Invitrogen R415). Finally, coverslips were washed twice
with DPBS and once again, mounted on glass slides in Fluoro-Gel mounting media (Electron
Microscope Sciences, Hatfield, PA) and allowed to dry at RT for 3-4 h before being sealed with
nail polish. Images were collected using the Olympus Fluoview-FV300 Laser Scanning Confocal
System, at Lombardi Microscopy and Imaging Shared Resource.
Structural analysis
The genes for mouse NTPDase 1-8 were aligned using COBALT (National Center for
Biotechnology Information, NCBI). The sequences of PCPH (88% identical to ENTPD5) and
3CJ1A (80% identical to ENTPD2) were then manually fitted into the alignment based on their
alignment to ENTPD5 and ENTPD2, respectively. Further manual alignment, based on the
secondary structure of 3CJ1 and extending the alignment to the C-terminus, yielded a final
alignment of 24% identity and 40% similarity. The truncated forms of both gave 22% identity
and 36% similarity. The alignment was submitted to the SCWRL Server at the Joint Center for
Structural Genomics (http://www1.jcsg.org/scripts/prod/scwrl/serve.cgi). The SCWRL Server
mutates the template structure (3CJ1, chain A) to match the target sequence based on the
alignment, minimally refines the positions of the mutated residues based on the Dunbrack
rotamer library, and generates a new PDB file (212).
The model was subjected to loop remodeling, refinement, and relaxation using Rosetta
v3.1 (213-215). Fragments were generated based on secondary structure predictions from
PSIPRED, SAM-T08, PredictProtein, and JUFO. The generated PDB file contained several
chain breaks, where gaps occurred in the alignment, which were rebuilt as part of the loop
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remodeling procedure of Rosetta. The process generated 1024 models and the top 16 scoring
models were subjected to relaxation using Rosetta v3.
The oncogenic frameshift insertion was modeled independently, due to the limitations of
Rosetta application. Secondary structures were predicted using PHD, PSIPRED, JUFO, and
SAM generating 20,000 folding models. The top 10% Rosetta scores were clustered using
MaxCluster. The mt-PCPH structures strongly clustered into one conformation, with about 50%
of the top 2000 structures being within 3 Angstroms RMSD of each other. The most
representative model from the top mt-PCPH cluster was docked to the N-terminal domain of
PCPH and subjected to 10 rounds of simulated annealing with NAMD. The final structures for
PCPH and mt-PCPH are shown Figure 23B, in the Results section.
Immunoprecipitation, silver staining and mass spectrometry
Immunoprecipitation
IPs were performed following a modified version of the manufacturer’s recommendations
(Dynabeads from Invitrogen and Trueblot® from eBiosciences). For nucleotidase assays, Protein
G-conjugated Dynabeads (Invitrogen) were incubated with antibody at 4C on a rotatory
platform. The antibody-bead complexes were then incubated with whole cell lysates, with
rotation at 4C. The bead pellets were washed five times with volumes in excess of 10 times the
bead volume. The bead pellets were then resuspended in Tris buffered saline (TBS) for
activation assay experiments. For WB of IP samples, bead pellets were boiled in Laemmli
sample buffer (LSB) in the presence of -mercaptoethanol. Myc peptide elution was performed
in two rounds as previously described (216), using 0.5 g/l of peptide followed by
trichloroacetic acid precipitation and resuspension in LSB containing -mercaptoethanol.
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For co-IP experiments, lysates were pre-cleared using one volume of bead slurry on ice
for 1 h. Supernatants were then incubated with antibody for 4 h with rotation at 4C and then
centrifuged at 12,000 x g at 4C to remove any insoluble precipitates. The antibody-antigen
solution was incubated with protein G-conjugated Dynabeads or Trueblot conjugated antimouse or anti-rabbit beads (eBiosciences) for 1 h at 4C while rotating. The bead pellets were
then washed with high salt wash buffer (Appendix A) with volumes in excess of 10 times the
bead volume. The bead pellets were resuspended in LSB in the presence of -mercaptoethanol
and boiled before SDS-PAGE analysis.
Silver staining and mass spectrometry
Gels were silver stained according to the manufacturer's protocol (Silver Stain for Mass
Spectrometry kit, Pierce). Bands of interest were excised in a tissue culture hood to avoid
contamination and destained for MS analysis. Gel pieces were analyzed on a QSTAR Elite
Hybrid LC MS/MS system (Applied Biosystems), in the Lombardi Proteomics and
Metabolomics Shared Resources. Output data were analyzed using Protein Pilot (209).
Nucleotidase assay
Nucleotidase activity was detected by measuring the release of inorganic phosphate in the
presence of nucleotide substrates. Phosphate was detected using a modified version of a
technique established by Fiske and Subbarow (184,185) and previously described (182). Whole
cell lysates or IP products were incubated at 37C with reaction solution (composition in
Appendix A) in the presence or absence of nucleotide substrate. Reactions were stopped with the
addition of malachite green solution (composition in Appendix A) and water. The optical density
was measured at 630 nm and reported in reference to phosphate standards.
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Enzyme histochemistry
Enzyme histochemistry was performed using a lead phosphate detection method modified
from (186) originally described by Wachstein and Meisel (187). Transiently transfected cells
grown to 70% confluency in 6-well dishes were washed and then fixed with a 4%
paraformaldehyde solution in TBS. Cells were treated with 0.1% saponin to permeabilize them
and then incubated in the reaction solution (composition in Appendix A) with or without 2 mM
GDP for 30 min. Reactions were then developed by incubating with 1% ammonium sulfide.
Samples were then blocked with 10% NGS and subsequently incubated with dilutions of
antibody generated against the myc tag, and then a fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibody.
Cells were imaged immediately using an IX71 fluorescence microscope from the Lombardi
Microscope and Imaging Shared Resource. Phase contrast and fluorescent images were collected
from 5 random fields. Densitometry was measured using ImageJ (217).
ATP measurements
Cell pellets of dividing cells were resuspended in boiling buffer and incubated at 100C
as previously described in the literature (218). ATP measurements were performed on
supernatants using the Invitrogen ATP Determination Kit, a luciferase-based assay. Supernatants
were also measured for protein content using the BCA assay. Values are presented as average of
ATP concentrations corrected by total protein estimates. An ATP standard curve was measured
in parallel with each experiment.
Cells viability assays
Cells were trypsinized, counted, and plated at densities between 1-30x103, in 96-well
plates. After 24 h, the medium was replaced with complete medium with or without oxaliplatin
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or 5FU. Treated and untreated cells were incubated under standard cell culture conditions for 24
or 48 h. Cell survival was measured using the Promega Cell TiterGlo (Sunnyvale, CA), a
luciferase-based assay, according to manufacturer’s recommendations. Luminescence was
detected using a Berthold Microlumat Plus LV 96V luminometer from the Lombardi Genomics
& Epigenomics Shared Resources.
Statistical analysis
For display of data, points on a graph represent a mean ± standard deviation (SD; error
bars) for an experimental group or observation. One-way ANOVA were performed to determine
the statistical significance of differences between experimental groups.
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Appendix A: Solution compositions
Solution
Enzyme histochemistry reaction solution
High salt wash buffer
Malachite green solution
Modified RIPA
Non-denaturing lysis buffer
Nucleotidase assay reaction solution
RIPA
Stripping buffer

Composition
20 mM Tris-maleate, 500 mM sucrose, 2
mM MgCl2, 2 mM CaCl2 and 2 mM
Pb(NO3)2 ± 2 mM GDP
10 mM Na2HPO4 pH 7.3, 500 mM NaCl,
1% NP-40, 2 mM EDTA
1.2% malachite green, 4% sulfuric acid,
0.2% Tween-20
50 mM Tris pH 7.8, 140 mM NaCl, 0.5%
sodium deoxycholate, 1% NP-40
20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 2 mM EDTA, 137
mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1% NP-40
75 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM CaCl2,
10 mM MgCl2, 0.1% Triton X-100 ±
substrate
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl,
0.1% SDS, 1% deoxycholic acid, 1% NP40, 1 mM EDTA
200 mM glycine, 3.5 mM SDS, 0.01%
Tween-20, pH 2
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Appendix B: Abbreviations and symbols
Abbreviation
5FU
ACR

Full Name
5-fluorouracil
apyrase conserved region

Abbreviation
LSB
MEF

ANOVA

analysis of variance

MMP

Full Name
Laemmli sample buffer
mouse embryo fibroblast
mitochondrial membrane
permeability

NDP

nucleotide diphosphate

APC
BA
BCA

adenine nucleotide
translocase
adenomatous polyposis coli
bongkrekic acid
bicinchoninic acid

NGS
NMP
NTP

BSA

bovine serum albumin

NTPDase

CD39

cluster of differentiation 39

PAGE

CHX

cycloheximide

PBS-T

CRC
Ct

PCa
PCR

ER

colorectal cancer
threshold cycle
4',6-diamidino-2phenylindole
Dulbecco's phosphate
buffered saline
epithelial mesenchymal
transition
endoplasmic reticulum

normal goat serum
nucleotide monophosphate
nucleotide triphosphate
ecto-nucleoside triphosphate
diphosphohydrolases
polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis
phosphate buffered saline with
Tween-20
prostate cancer
polymerase chain reaction
prostatic intraepithelial
neoplasia

FA

focal adhesion

PTPC

FAK

focal adhesion kinase
glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate
dehydrogenase

GEF

GDP/GTP exchange factor

RT qPCR

HRP
IHC
IF

horseradish peroxidase
immunohistochemistry
immunofluorescence
inner mitochondrial
membrane
immunoprecipitation
liquid chromatographytandem mass spectrometry

SD
shRNA
TCGT

real-time quantitative
polymerase chain reaction
standard deviation
short-hairpin RNA
testicular germ cell tumors

TBS

Tris-buffered saline

TMA

tissue microarray

WB

western blot

ANT

DAPI
DPBS
EMT

GAPDH

IMM
IP
LC MS/MS

PIN
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PKC

protein kinase C

PNGase F

peptide: N-glycosidase F

PTM
RMSD

post-translational modification
permeability transition pore
complex
root mean square deviation

RT

room temperature
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